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ABSTRACT 
 
 The objective of this research is to know whether or not there is a 
significant difference in the vocabulary mastery between the students who are 
taught by using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) and those who are not taught by 
using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM).            
This research is quasi-experimental research in which the choice of the 
research sample was done randomly. The sample of this research consisted of 35 
students (two classes). The two classes were class 5 A as the experimental group 
and 5 B as the control group. The data were collected by using a vocabulary test. 
The two groups were given pre-test (before the experiment was conducted) and 
the post-test (after the experiment). During the research, the students of 5 A or the 
experimental group were taught vocabulary by using Edu-Games Software (CD-
ROM) as media in the English teaching and learning process, while the control 
group were not taught by using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM). From the try-
out, it was found out that 37 items of the vocabulary mastery test were valid with 
the reliability of 0.897. The data were collected by means of a descriptive and an 
inferential statistics technique. The test of normality and homogeneity were 
conducted before the test of hypothesis was applied. 
The data show that the vocabulary mastery of students who were taught 
using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) is in the very high category. The mean of 
the gain scores of the experimental group is 5.67, while the mean of the control 
group is only 1.29. Moreover, it was found that there is a significant difference in 
the scores of students’ vocabulary mastery (to =3.654; p=0.000) between those 
who were taught using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) and those who were not. 
It can be concluded that the use of Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) is good to 
teach vocabulary for it can increase the vocabulary mastery of the fifth grade 
students of SD Kanisius Wonosari II. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Problem 
Nowadays English plays a crucial role and therefore, it is needed in many 
sectors of our lives as one of the languages that are used for communication. 
Many people learn English so that they can interact with other people all over the 
world because English functions as an international language. Therefore, the 
Indonesian government puts English in the curriculum as one of the subjects that 
should be taught at school. 
English, in Indonesia, has been taught to the students since in the 
elementary schools or even in kindergartens. English taught in elementary school 
is offered as a local content subject. Based on the 2006 curriculum (School Based 
Curriculum), English has to be taught from grade IV to grade VI. According to 
School Based Curriculum, one of the objectives of learning English is to develop 
the students’ ability in English, included in the four macro language skills: 
reading, listening, speaking, and writing. The students are expected to be able to 
communicate in English with the emphasis on students’ four language skills using 
selected topics related to their environmental needs. To achieve that objective, 
English teaching-learning should be focused on developing students’ four 
language skills. To master all of the skills, students need to study also other 
language components, namely; grammar, pronunciation and vocabulary that have 
communication both oral and written. It is very important to master the language 
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skills, namely reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills. Therefore, 
vocabulary is one of the language components that are emphasized at the 
elementary schools. 
Vocabulary includes collections of words. The words are known not only as 
individual words, but also as a group of words that has meaning. Learning 
language means learning vocabulary too. It is impossible for someone to learn a 
language without using vocabulary. According to Mc Carty (1990: iii) vocabulary 
for students is the biggest component of any language course in learning language 
successfully. Without it someone will not be able to make a meaningful 
communication. Knowing that vocabulary is important, Fries (1953:1) states that 
the mastery of a language is taken to mean the ability to use or even to understand 
“all the words of a language”. It is said that someone is able to master vocabulary 
whenever he/she can use it in a communication. Conversely, without vocabulary, 
students will not be able to make communication. Napa (1991: 6) says that 
vocabulary can be developed by using different methods and techniques known by 
such names as word games, crossword puzzles, snake coils, word selection, word 
definition, letter and number game, word-search, missing letters, matching, 
identifying, completion. All of the activities are game activities. It means that 
games can be used to develop vocabulary. 
What is happening so far in the English teaching-learning process is that 
teachers do not use enough attractive techniques in presenting the materials. They 
teach their students in a way that students only sit and listen to them, imitate the 
pronounced words in English, and then follow the teachers’ instruction to do some 
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written exercises from the textbook. This technique results in boring atmosphere 
for the students in the classroom and this may cause students’ low motivation to 
follow the classroom activities. Furthermore, the media used by the teacher are 
hardly varied. The common materials for formal classes are textbooks, LKS or 
other printed materials. Recently, many teachers have not used any teaching 
media as the aid in improving the students’ vocabulary mastery and as the variety 
of teachers’ techniques of teaching in the classroom. Because of the importance of 
learning English, it is the teachers’ task to make learning vocabulary easier and 
enjoyable for the students. To do this, a teacher should be creative in presenting 
the material. One of the ways that can be used to improve students’ motivation is 
by using various games that can be an alternative solution to handle this problem. 
Games can make the students more focus in learning, because they do not 
feel that they are forced to learn. Games also can help the teachers to create 
contexts in which the language is useful and meaningful. In the whole process of 
teaching-learning by games, the students can take part open-mindedly. To win the 
games each student or group should competitively answer the questions addressed 
by the teacher or other students or groups. In order to do so they must understand 
what the teacher or others are saying or have written, and they must speak or write 
in order to express their own point of view or give information. A game is an 
amusing activity. Most children like to play games. They can get not only 
enjoyment but also many other benefits of playing games. According to Brewster 
and Elis (2002: 173), playing games can create a fun atmosphere and reduce the 
distance between teacher and student. So, every student can be motivated to speak 
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and they will learn vocabulary well. Vocabulary is basic to communication. If one 
does not recognize the meanings of the key words used by those who address him, 
he will be unable to participate in the conversation. Vocabulary has been a major 
resource for language use. The students need media to help them learning 
vocabulary and appropriate media can increase their vocabulary. CD games are 
media and they are easy to be used by the teacher in the teaching-learning process. 
There were many kinds of CD games including Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM). 
Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) is interesting software which is full of games to 
play. Therefore, the use of Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) may help increase 
students’ vocabulary and encourage many students to sustain their interest in 
learning English. 
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
 Vocabulary is one of the important language elements in learning language.  
The mastery of a language is taken to mean the ability to use or even to 
understand words of a language. Someone is able to master vocabulary whenever 
he/she can use it in communication. Therefore, vocabulary mastery is important in 
order to participate in communication. 
 There are many factors influencing vocabulary learning, such as teachers, 
students, materials, method, and media. 
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1)  Teachers 
  Teachers have an important role in the teaching-learning process. If a 
teacher does not understand how to be a teacher then there is no effectiveness in 
teaching-learning process. According to Breen and Candlin in Nunan (1989: 84), a 
teacher has three main roles in the communicative classroom. The first is to act as 
a facilitator of the communicative process, the second is to act as a participant, 
and the third is to act as an observer and learner. Besides, a teacher needs also to 
know how to operate the learning facility, and has to master material well and 
present it with suitable methods. The personality of the teacher influences the 
students’ condition in the form of the students’ motivation. 
2)  Students 
 Students are one of the components that play a vital role in creating a 
conducive learning condition. The effectiveness of teaching-learning is influenced 
by the students. The process of teaching-learning might be failing if students do 
not pay attention to the teachers’ explanation because there is no interaction 
between a teacher and students. According to Scott and Yteberg (1993: 6), 
children have many amazing abilities to absorb language through play and other 
activities, which they find enjoyable. Students usually feel bored in the lessons 
because they have lack of motivation to the achievement of language knowledge 
and skills. So, the use of songs, poems, games, as language activities are really 
suggested because these activities would keep the childrens’ interest and 
motivation. 
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3)  Materials 
Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 106) state that materials provide stimulus for 
learning. Furthermore, they add that the choice of instructional material will 
greatly influence any educational program. Since materials affect the content, 
quality, and general efficiency of the instructional program, teachers should be 
careful in choosing, developing, and changing materials. Furthermore, Hutchinson 
and Waters state that teachers or an institution may wish to provide teaching 
materials that will fit the specific subject area of particular learners. In short, the 
materials will influence the quality of students’ motivation in learning. The 
material can be from the teacher, textbook, and other sources based on the 
curriculum. An interesting material can make the students interested in the 
teaching-learning process. 
4) Method 
A method is a set of procedures that involves the use of specific technique 
in the teaching-learning process. It is necessary for teachers to achieve the goal of 
the English teaching-learning process in the class. The appropriateness of the 
method with the students, material, and the teacher will make students have more 
interest in the learning process in the class. 
5) Media 
 Media as teaching aids are needed to help the students’ understanding and to 
increase the effectiveness of the communication between teacher and students in 
the teaching-learning process. It is also used to stimulate the students’ motivation 
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and students’ interest to the lesson. It can be used by teachers to present their 
materials in the classroom more interestingly and effectively.  
 According to Burden and Byrd (1994: 17), practical outcome can be 
achieved when the teaching-learning processes use the high quality medium. A 
teacher may have many varieties of media and resources that are available for 
instructional use including audio media, multimedia, films and videos, computer-
based instructional media, simulations and games. 
 Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) is one of the interesting media. This 
software contains a full-colored picture dictionary and games which are full of 
challenge to play. The children can learn many things in English through visual 
pictures with spelling, audio and videos. In this study, the researcher chooses Edu-
Games Software (CD-ROM) as one of the educative media to increase students’ 
vocabulary mastery. 
 
C. Limitation of the Problem 
 Based on the identification of the problem mentioned above, this research 
does not cover all of the problems but it focuses on the use of Edu-Games 
Software (CD-ROM) as a medium in teaching English to improve students’ 
motivation and interest in learning vocabulary in the classroom.  
There are three reasons for the researcher to use Edu-Games Software (CD-
ROM) as media in his study. First, SD Kanisius Wonosari II will have a new 
computer laboratory, so it can be used for the teaching-learning process by using a 
medium to increase students’ vocabulary. Second, this medium is recommended 
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by Ministry of National Education to support the English teaching-learning 
process in SD Kanisius Wonosari II as a candidate of Pilot Project International 
School. Third, the features of the Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) e.g. the 
activities of game, watching education videos and the interesting picture 
dictionary are appropriate for young learners or beginners and suitable with the 
curriculum. These will benefit each student in order to get better achievement in 
learning English. 
The reasons why the researcher was interested in conducting the research in 
SD Kanisius Wonosari II are (1) that school will be a Pilot Project International 
School, (2) this school does not use any interesting medium for the teaching- 
learning process, especially in improving vocabulary mastery and (3) there is no 
similar research about this which is conducted in that school yet.  
The writer took only the fifth grade students of SD Kanisius Wonosari II as 
the subjects of the study. 
 
D. Formulation of the Problem 
 Based on that background, identification, and limitation of the problems     
above, the problem of this study is formulated as follows :     
Is there any significant difference in terms of vocabulary mastery between 
the fifth grade students who are taught using Edu-Games Software (CD-
ROM) and those who are taught without Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM)? 
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E. The Objective of the Study 
 Based on the formulation of the problem, the objective of this study is 
formulated as follows: 
To know whether there is any significant difference in terms of vocabulary 
mastery between the fifth grade students who are taught using Edu-Games 
Software (CD-ROM) and those who are taught without Edu-Games 
Software (CD-ROM). 
 
F. Significance of the Study 
There are some advantages that hopefully could be gained from this study: 
1. Theoretically, hopefully it becomes one of references to get the information 
about the importance of educative games and to inspire those who are 
interested in conducting research studies on the similar theme.   
2. Practically, the result of the study hopefully can give teachers information 
about the effective media to be used in teaching English particularly in 
improving vocabulary mastery of the fifth grade students of elementary 
school. 
3. Empirically, the procedure and also the outcomes of this study hopefully 
can inspire other researchers to do research concerning similar themes. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
This chapter is divided into four parts. The first part is about the literature 
review. The second part of this chapter is review of related study. The third part is 
theoretical framework. Hypothesis will be presented in the last part of this 
chapter. The formulated hypothesis will answer the problem formulation which is 
presented in Chapter One. 
A. Literature Review 
1. Vocabulary 
a. Definitions of Vocabulary 
Vocabulary is basic to communication. If one does not recognize the 
meanings of the key words used by those who address him, he/she will be unable 
to participate in the conversation. Vocabulary has been a major resource for 
language use. Davies (2000: 68) mentions that vocabulary is of enormous 
importance in communication, but sometimes it is neglected in language course. 
Vocabulary is often more important than grammar in communication. It is 
important because it allows people to communicate clearly with other people. A 
large vocabulary knowledge lets a person speaks with greater precision than a 
person who has a small vocabulary. It is frustrating for intermediate learners when 
they discover they cannot communicate effectively because they do not know 
many of the words they need. 
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 Furthermore, Cameron (2001: 95) states that, “vocabulary is fundamental to 
using the foreign language as discourse, since vocabulary is both learnt from 
participating in discourse, and is essential to participate in it.” Early foreign 
language learning offers the chance for learners to build up a solid core of words 
useful for further learning, together with words that are learnt because they are 
enthusiastic young learners at that age. 
Cameron (2001: 73) states that “vocabulary development is about learning 
words, but it is about much more than that.” Learning words is a cyclical process 
of meeting new words and initial learning, followed by meeting those words 
repeatedly, each time extending knowledge of what the words mean and how they 
are used in the foreign language. Vocabulary development is also about learning 
more about those words, and about learning to formulate phrases or chunks, 
finding words inside them and learning even more about those words. It is a 
continuous process, not just of adding new words but building up knowledge 
about words that already know partially. 
Talking about vocabulary, Napa (1991: 6) explains that vocabulary is one of 
the language components and no language exists without words. Words are signs 
or symbols for ideas. They are the means by which people exchange their thought. 
The more words people learn the more ideas they should have so that they can 
communicate the ideas effectively.  
From the discussion above, it can be concluded that vocabulary consists of 
words; it means that learning vocabulary deals with learning words. If one does 
not recognize the meaning of the words used by those who address them, they will 
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be unable to participate in the conversation; so vocabulary is very important for 
communication and expressing thought. Therefore, mastering vocabulary is 
important. 
b. Vocabulary Mastery 
 In English learning, vocabulary is an unseparated part for understanding the 
language. Some experts state the definitions about vocabulary. Linse (2006: 121) 
says vocabulary is the collection of words that an individual knows. Similar with 
Linse, Hornby (2005: 1707) defines vocabulary as all the words that a person 
knows or uses. While John, in http://www.scribd.com/doc/18475644/, states that 
vocabulary is knowledge involves knowing the meanings of words and therefore 
the purpose of a vocabulary test in to find out whether the learners can match each 
word with a synonym, a dictionary- tape definition, or an equivalent word in their 
own language. From the definitions stated, it can be concluded that vocabulary is 
knowledge about all the words and its meanings that an individual uses. Mastery 
is great skillfulness and knowledge of some subject or activity. Meanwhile, 
Webster (2002: 714) states that mastery is skill or knowledge that makes one 
master a subject. Furthermore, Hornby (2005: 944) defines mastery as great 
knowledge about something or understanding of a particular thing. From the 
definitions mentioned, it can be concluded that mastery is students’ ability to 
understand a particular thing. From the definitions of vocabulary and mastery, it 
can be concluded that vocabulary mastery means students’ ability to understand 
the words and its meaning. 
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c. The Importance of Vocabulary 
 
Vocabulary is a basic knowledge to communication so it is impossible for 
someone to participate in a conversation if he/she cannot understand or recognize 
the meaning of the key words used by other people. To express an idea or ask for 
some information, he/she must be able to produce lexical items to convey his/her 
ideas. So it is very difficult for him/her to participate in conversation when he/she 
only has a little vocabulary. 
Krashen and Terel (1985: 155) say that if a learner knows more morphology 
and syntax of an utterance addressed to him or her but he/she does not know the 
meaning of the key lexical items, he/she will be unable to participate in the 
communication. In learning English as a foreign language, the learner should be 
able to master a number of vocabulary, the structural patterns and the sound 
system of them. Therefore, anyone who learns a language successfully must 
improve his/her vocabulary mastery. This implies that the success of the learner in 
learning a language depends on vocabulary he/she has learned. 
Vocabulary mastery is also very important in extensive reading. Having a 
good mastery of vocabulary makes it possible for students to use the language for 
communication because students are aware of the ideas and attitudes that are 
represented by words. By developing a greater awareness of words, students 
become aware of the ideas and attitudes these words represent (Hymanson, 1981: 
7). 
In addition, Richard and Renandya (2002: 255) say that vocabulary is a core 
component of language proficiency and provides much of the basis for how well 
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learners speak, listen, read, and write. Without an extensive vocabulary and 
strategies for acquiring new vocabulary, learners often achieve less than their 
potential and may discourage from making use of language learning opportunities 
around them. 
Furthermore to show how important vocabulary is, Vallete (in Lado, 1977: 
30) states that: 
1) The ability to understand the target language greatly depends on one’s 
knowledge of vocabulary. 
2) Vocabulary acquisition is an important aspect of speaking skill, and 
3) The ability to write a foreign language presupposed knowledge of the 
lexical unit of the language. 
 
Supporting Vallete’s statement, Bromley (2004: 3-4) states that vocabulary 
holds some important roles in teaching-learning process. They are as follows: 
1) Promotes fluency. Students who recognize and understand many 
words read more quickly and easily than those with smaller 
vocabularies. Fluent readers read at a faster rate, process more material 
more quickly and have better comprehension that less fluent readers. 
2) Boosts comprehension. Vocabulary knowledge stongly influences 
comprehension (Anderson & Freebody, 1981; Nagy & Scott, 2000; 
Pearson, 1984; Theten, 1986). On a component analysis of 
comprehension, word meaning were found to make up 74% of 
comprehension. 
3) Improves achievement. A large vocabulary means a fund of 
conceptual knowledge which makes academic learning easier. Students 
with large vocabularies score higher on achievement test than those 
with small vocabularies. 
4) Enhances thinking and communication. Words are tolls for 
analyzing, inferring, evaluating and reasoning. A large vocabulary 
allows for communicating in ways that are precise, powerful, 
persuasive and interesting. 
 
In conclusion, realizing that the vocabulary is very important, learners have to pay 
a greater attention to the vocabulary learning. The teacher must have a good 
effective and efficient method in order that the teaching of vocabulary is 
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successful. If someone can master vocabulary well, he/she will be able to promote 
fluency, boost comprehension, improve achievement, and enhance thinking and 
communication. 
2. Teaching Vocabulary to Children 
a. The characteristics of children 
Teaching children is different from adults. The differences are children 
often more enthusiastic and lively as learners, they will have a go at an activity 
even when they do not quite understand why or how, they also lose interest more 
quickly and are less able to keep themselves motivated on tasks they find difficult. 
So it is very important for a teacher to know the characteristics of the learners 
especially children in the teaching-learning process.  
According to Scott and Yteberg (1993: 3), the general characteristics in 
children of ten years old are relatively mature children with an adult side and a 
childish side. Their general characteristics are: 
1) Their basic concepts are formed. Children have very decided views of 
the world. 
2) They can tell the difference between the fact and fiction. 
3) They ask questions all the time. 
4) They are able to make some decisions about their own learning. 
5) They rely on the spoken word as well as the physical world to convey 
and understand meaning. 
6) They have definite views about what they like and don’t like doing. 
7) They have a developed sense of fairness about what happens. 
8) They are able to work with others and learn from others. 
 
Furthermore, Scott and Yteberg (1993: 4-5) explain that by the age of ten, 
children can understand abstract, understand symbols (beginning with words), 
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generalize and systematize. Then, they give some considerations that should be 
known by an English teacher in teaching to children. 
a) Words are not enough 
Most activities for the younger learners should include movement and 
involve the sense. Here, a teacher should not rely on the spoken word 
only. The teacher needs to have plenty of objects, pictures and games to 
work with, and to make full use of the schools and its surroundings. The 
teacher demonstrates what he or she wants children do. The balance will 
change as the children get older, but appealing to the senses will always 
help the students to learn. 
b) Play with the language 
A teacher must let the students talk to themselves and have playing with 
words and sounds. For example: sing songs, make up rhymes, play 
games and tell stories. Playing with the language is very common in the 
first language development and is a very natural stage in the first stages 
of foreign language learning too. 
c) Language as language 
An English teacher teaching children must become aware of language as 
something separate from the events taking place in life. The spoken 
word is often accompanied by other clues to meaning-facial expression, 
movement, etc. Those can help pupils to understand what the teacher 
means. 
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d) Variety in the classroom 
There are many varieties that the teacher can do in the classroom. They 
are various activity and varieties of voice. Since concentration and 
attention spans are short, variety is a must. 
e) Routines 
Children may get benefit from knowing the rules and being familiar with 
the situation. The teacher should use familiar activities such as saying 
“good morning”, “Do you have a homework?”, “thank you”, “see you”, 
and repeat stories. The students must have systems and have routines. 
f) Cooperation not competition 
A teacher must make a room so that the students can share experiences. 
They are an invaluable source of language work and create an 
atmosphere of involvement and togetherness. They are also engaged in 
group work whenever possible in order to train their cooperativeness. 
g) Grammar 
The best time to introduce some sort of simple grammar is either when a 
student asks for an explanation, or when the teacher thinks a student will 
benefit from learning some grammar. Children have an amazing ability 
to absorb language through play and other activities which they find 
enjoyable. 
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h) Assessment 
It is always useful for the teacher to make regular notes about each 
child’s progress. Assessment can be done by stressing the positive side 
of things and playing down what the students have not been able to 
master.  
According to Cameron (2001: 19-20), there are some important principles in 
thinks about young children learning a foreign language: 
a) Children actively try to construct meaning.  
Children actively try to ‘make sense’, for example to find and construct 
a meaning and purpose for what adults say to them and ask them to do. 
The teacher needs to examine classroom activities from the child’s point 
of view in order to assess whether pupils will understand what to do or 
will be able to make sense of new language. 
b) Children need space for language growth 
The immediate potential of children is the central importance for 
effective learning in both language and cognitive development. 
c) Language in use carries cues to meaning that may not be noticed 
Children need skilled help in noticing and attending to aspects of the 
foreign language that carry meaning. 
d) Development can be seen as internalizing from social interaction 
Language can grow as the child takes over control of language used 
initially with other children and adults.  
e) Children’s foreign language learning depends on what they experience 
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Foreign language lessons often provide all or most of a child’s 
experience of the language in use; if we want children to develop 
certain language skills, we need to ensure they have experiences in 
lessons that will build those skills.  
Piaget in Pinter (2006: 7) differentiates characteristics of the learners based 
on their cognitive development. There are four stages in the cognitive 
development, they are:  
a) sensory motor stage (0-2 years old) 
b) pre- operational stage (2-7 years old) 
c) concrete operational stage (7-11 years old) 
d) formal operational stage (11 years old and above) 
From the explanation above, it can be seen that students in fifth grade 
belong to the concrete operational stage. This stage is the ‘turning point’ in 
cognitive development because children’s thinking begins to resemble ‘logical’ 
adult, like thinking. They develop the ability to apply logical reasoning in several 
areas of knowledge at the same time but this ability is restricted to the immediate 
context. So, children at this stage cannot yet generalize their understanding. 
b. Techniques in Teaching Vocabulary to children 
Hatch and Brown in Cameron (2001: 84) describe five essential steps in 
vocabulary learning based on research into learners’ strategies: 
a. Having sources for encountering new words; 
b. Getting a clear image, whether visual or auditory or both, for the forms 
of the new words; 
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c. Learning the meaning of the words; 
d. Making a strong memory connection between the forms and meanings 
of the words; 
e. Using the words. 
According to Nation in Cameron (2001: 84), vocabulary needs to be met 
and recycled at intervals, in different activities, with new knowledge and new 
context so that the young learners know more about words. 
Teaching vocabulary is not an easy task. Paul Davis with Eric Pearse  
(2000: 67) says that there are some types of vocabulary activity. The first is 
brainstorming. Here, the teacher should get the learners to think of as many words 
as possible related to a specific topic. For example: think about the topic of the 
lesson. Second is labeling. This is similar to brainstorming but with a chart or 
picture to aid the learners. It is especially suitable for topics like part of the body. 
Separate drawings or pictures can be put on the board or a wall for each team. 
Third is miming. In this case, the teacher should give a learner from one team a 
piece of paper with an activity written on it. For example: eat an ice cream, or fly 
a small plane. That learner has to mime the activity so that the other team 
members can guess it in a given time. Next is oral fill- in. This activity is the 
teacher must select or writes an appropriate story and leave out words that the 
learners should be able to guess from the context or with help from the teacher 
miming. The last is classification. In the classification, the teacher can write words 
related to two or more topics mixed together on the board. The teacher can ask the 
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learners to identify the topics and then to decide which words are associated with 
which topic.      
Besides some types of vocabulary practice activity, furthermore Nation in 
Cameron (2001: 85) also lists some basic techniques by which teachers can 
explain the meanings of new words to teach vocabulary for young learners: 
By demonstration or pictures: 
1) Using an object 
2) Using a cut-out figure 
3) Using gesture 
4) Performing an action 
5) Photographs 
6) Drawing or diagrams on the board 
7) Pictures from books (to these we might add moving images, from TV, 
video or computer) 
By verbal explanation:  
8) Analytical definition 
9) Putting the new word in defining context 
10) Translating into another language or illustrate meaning.  
Further, Riddel (2003: 62) suggests some tips to illustrate meaning 
effectively. One of them is by using pictures. For example, rather than explaining 
what truck is, show them a picture of one. 
From those explanations, it can be concluded that there are many ways in 
teaching vocabulary to children. Teaching vocabulary to the children is very 
important for their language development. Therefore, the effective teaching 
method will be able to help them understand about words that they have learned. 
c. Effective Vocabulary Teaching Especially for Children 
There are some requirements of the effective vocabulary teaching-learning 
for children. They are, the teachers, materials, and media. The first is teachers; the 
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teacher should be an effective teacher. Teacher should master the vocabularies 
that are taught, and able to create a comfortable learning environment so that the 
students can learn well. The second is materials, in developing the material; the 
teacher should consider the students’ interest, need, and ability. Besides, the 
material should be designed to attract the students’ interest and motivation. The 
third is media, teaching vocabulary for children is by bringing the things 
representatives such as game. The media can be visual or audiovisual media. 
Here, Edu-Games Software is one of audiovisual media that is suitable in teaching 
vocabulary to children. This media is important to help convey meaning and help 
the students memorize new vocabulary. 
3. Media 
a. The definition of Media 
According to Russell (2005: 6) media is “a means of communication and 
source of information. Derived from the Latin word meaning “between”, the term 
refers to anything that carries information between a source and a receiver”. 
Examples include video, television, diagrams, printed materials, computer 
programs and instructors. These are considered instructional media when they 
provide messages with an instructional purpose. The purpose of media is to 
facilitate communication and learning. For over a hundred years, teachers have 
used various types of audio and visual aids to help them teach. Recently, teachers 
have expanded their repertoire of materials and procedures to include the new 
technologies for learning. The newer learning technologies (products) include the 
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use of computers, compact disc (CD), digital videodisc (DVD), satellite 
communications and the Internet. 
There are six basic categories of media that used in teaching-learning 
process (Russell, 2005: 7). The most commonly used media is text. Text is 
alphanumeric characters that may be displayed in any format such as book, poster, 
chalkboard, computer screen, and so on. Another kind of media commonly used in 
learning is audio. Audio includes anything people can hear such as a person’s 
voice, music, mechanical sounds (running car engine), noise, and so on. It may be 
live or recorded. Visuals are regularly used to promote learning. They include 
diagrams on a poster, drawings on a whiteboard, photographs, graphics in a book, 
cartoons, and so on. Other types of media are video. These are media that show 
motion, including DVDs, videotape, computer animation, and so on. One set of 
material often not considered media are real objects and models. Manipulatives 
are three-dimensional and can be touched and handled by students. The sixth and 
final category of media is people. These may be teachers, students or subject-
matter experts. People are critical to learning. Students learn from teachers, other 
students and adults. 
b. The purpose of media 
Media are very important components in teaching English. According to 
Gutchow (1981: 17), media can serve four general purposes: 
a) Media can help to simplify the teaching and they can help to complete 
it. 
b) Media allow teacher’s point of view to practice the principle of 
teaching object and illustration. 
c) With the help of the media, the use of the mother tongue of the 
students can be avoided. 
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d) Media are instrument of motivation if they are used to stimulate the 
learning process. 
 
In line with Gutchow, Daries (1980: 193) divides the function of media into 
two kinds. They are aids to instruction and aids to learning. The first function is 
that media serve to help teachers and instructions manage instruction more 
efficiently. Media assist teachers to communicate more effectively and take over 
the operating role of instructor from teacher and instructors. The second function 
is that media help students to learn more efficiently. They promote understanding, 
assist in the transfer of training, and assist in assessment. 
Moreover, Finocchiaro (1973) in Syaifullah (2008) states that media make 
the classroom circumstances alive since the media can attract students’ interest 
and attention. It means that a medium as one of the important components in the 
teaching-learning process is badly needed by the teacher to present his/her 
material in the classroom, more efficiently and more interestingly. 
c. Edu-Games Software 
Edu-Games Software is an interesting kind of media published by PT. 
Maximize Informa Studio Indonesia (MISI) in the format of CD-ROM. This 
software contains full-colored games that are beneficial for education especially 
learning English to children. They can learn many things in English through 
audiovisual picture with its spelling. 
This consists of many materials that are suitable for teaching children 
especially vocabulary teaching. Some of them are about parts of the body, fruit, 
vegetable, animals, part of the house, and at school. These materials are based on 
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the syllabus and lesson plan at SD Kanisius Wonosari II.  It is appropriate for 
teaching English to children. It is hoped that they can improve students’ 
vocabulary mastery.  
4. Teaching Vocabulary using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) 
 There are many ways to teach vocabulary. Thornburry (2002: 77) offers 
some choices to present meaning through translation, real things, games, pictures, 
actions/gestures, definitions or situations.  
 Teaching vocabulary to the children has to make the children fun and 
interested. The teacher tries to put together a collection of materials that the 
teacher thinks the student will find useful in the teaching-learning process. A wide 
variety of teaching aids is necessary in the foreign language classroom. Lessons 
will be much easier and much more exciting for the children if the teachers make 
full use of things and objects as well as language to get the teachers’ meaning 
across. To improve the students’ vocabulary, the teacher must be creative, for 
example: using Edu-Games Software in the format of CD-ROM that contains 
games to introduce new vocabulary items to children. Talking about games, it is 
very useful to use a variety of teaching aids to explain language meaning and 
construction, engage students in a topic or as the basis of a whole activity.   
 According to Linse (2006: 123&126), a number of principles can be helpful 
when focusing on vocabulary development. The principles addressed apply to 
young learners at various stages of English language development. They can be 
used to help learners develop oral and written language skills. One of them is 
teaching students to use dictionaries.  
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 Young learners can benefit from using dictionaries. Young children can use 
a picture dictionary where words are grouped into different categories. Children 
who are at the beginning stages of language and literacy development can also use 
picture dictionaries as a tool to help them increase both their vocabulary 
knowledge and their use of context clues. For example: if children are learning 
about grapefruit, they can be guided to a picture dictionary page tropically 
arranged to include fruit. They will discover the grapefruit as being a fruit.   
 Hatch and Brown in Cameron (2001: 84) state the strategies in learning 
vocabulary and one of them is by getting a clear image, whether visual or auditory 
or both, for the forms of the new words. Here, Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) is 
kind of media that are very useful in vocabulary teaching. They not only 
contribute to the students’ interest and motivation but also provide different 
learning atmospheres in the classroom. 
 
B. Review of Related Studies 
 The following are some previous studies which are still related to the 
effectiveness of using media in teaching-learning process. 
1. Isman Evilina Dewi (1999) conducted research entitled “The Effectiveness of 
Flash Cards on the Motivation to Increase English Vocabulary Mastery among the 
Fourth-Grade Students of Elementary Schools”. This study was to find out 
whether illustrated flash cards have positive effect on motivation to increase 
English vocabulary among the fourth-grade students of elementary schools. The 
research population involved 88 fourth-grade students of four elementary schools 
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in Sleman Yogyakarta, registered in the 1997/1998 academic year. The result of 
the analysis shows that there was a significant difference between English 
vocabulary mastery of fourth-grade students of elementary school taught by using 
flash cards and that of those taught without using flash cards. The flash cards were 
proved to gain a better result when they were used as follow-up exercises in 
teaching vocabulary. The students given flash cards were able to master a greater 
number of words than the students that were not given. 
2. Dian Asti Anggraeni (2009) conducted research entitled “The Effectiveness of 
Macromedia Flash in Teaching Vocabulary to Second Grade Students of SMP 2 
Depok Sleman Yogyakarta”. This research analysis was to find out whether there 
is a significant difference in vocabulary mastery between the second grade 
students of SMP 2 Depok Sleman Yogyakarta who are taught using the 
conventional teaching and those who are taught using Macromedia Flash as media 
in teaching vocabulary. Based on the data result, it was found that there is a 
significant difference in vocabulary mastery between the students who were 
taught using the macromedia flash and those who were taught using the 
conventional teaching. It can be concluded that macromedia flash is an effective 
media to improve the students’ vocabulary mastery. 
C. Conceptual Framework 
English is one of the compulsory subjects in the junior high schools based 
on the School-Based Curriculum. Today, the emphasis of the language teaching 
changes into giving greater attention to the ability to speak in the target language. 
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 It is necessary to create a teaching-learning process which can increase the 
students’ learning motivation. Students will be more interested and motivated in 
the teaching-learning process of English, when there is a fun learning atmosphere 
in the classroom.  
Various media can be used to teach vocabulary for young learners. In this 
study, the researcher tried to use the multimedia Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) 
in teaching vocabulary. Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) is an interesting media 
published by PT. Maximize Informa Studio Indonesia (MISI) in the format of 
CD-ROM. This software contains full colored games that are beneficial for 
education especially learning English to children. They can learn many things in 
English through audiovisual picture with its spelling. It combines all media such 
as graphics, animation, texts, video, and audio, in a time. It can maintain the 
interaction between the students with the media.  
 If students enjoy and are interested in the media, they are expected to have 
more motivation to learn. The motivation is a very important aspect in the 
learning process, without motivation students tend to be lazy in learning English. 
Through appropriate techniques in teaching vocabulary with interesting media, 
eventually, it can help the students to improve their English achievement, 
especially the achievement that is related to the vocabulary mastery. 
As what has been stated, Edu-Games Software plays a very important role in 
supporting vocabulary mastery of the students. Edu-Games Software is an 
instrument of motivation; it also helps and supports the teacher to teach 
vocabulary. 
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The traditional technique in this research is specified as the technique which 
is used by the teacher in the school where the research was conducted. It was 
conducted in the classroom without using media. The traditional technique in this 
research made the students feel bored. 
In relation to English vocabulary mastery, this study will identify the 
success or failure of learning achievement as elicited by the measurement test. 
This result showed how much and how well the students had learned. In this part, 
the media contributed to help the students improving their vocabulary mastery by 
using Edu-Games Software as a medium in teaching vocabulary. It also helps the 
students in developing their motivation in learning especially learning vocabulary. 
  
D. Hypothesis 
 Based on what are discussed in theoretical review and the conceptual 
framework, the writer proposes a research hypothesis as follows: 
 “There is a significant difference in the English vocabulary mastery between 
the fifth grade students who are taught by using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) 
and those who are taught without Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM)”. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
A. Research Type 
  This research is called quasi-experimental research. The research has taken 
some phenomena in humans’ life to be chosen up as the subject of this research. 
The activity of the research is called experimental. There is a certain treatment 
employed to the subject of this research that is, the experimental group. It aims of 
knowing whether or not the implementation of the treatment shows a significant 
difference among the two groups (experimental and control) used in this research. 
 The experimental research belongs to the quantitative research in which the 
data obtained are in the form of numbers. The analysis data obtained is based on 
the measurement and computation, operationalized variables and statistics.  
 
B. Research Variables 
 Variables of the research have an important role in this research. As stated 
before, the objective of this research is to know the effect of the use of Edu-
Games Software (CD-ROM) to improve vocabulary mastery of the fifth grade 
students of SD Kanisius Wonosari II. This particular study aims at finding out 
whether there is a significant difference in the vocabulary mastery rate after 
getting the treatment (taught by using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM)) 
compared to the group which was not. The two variables involved in this research 
were Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) and students’ achievement which was 
shown by their score in vocabulary test.  
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 This research involved two groups, namely experimental and control group. 
The experimental group was taught by using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) as 
media in the English teaching-learning process, while the other was not. 
 
C. Research Design 
 The research design was an intact group pre-test and post-test design which 
involved a group of students in the experimental group and a group of students in 
the control group. It was needed as a means to test what was stated in the 
hypothesis and to show how to do the research to the subject of the research. The 
complete feature of that can be seen in Table 1. 
Table 1. The Pre-Test Post-Test Group Design 
 
 
In which: 
1 : Experimental Group 
2 : Control Group 
X : The treatment of using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) 
O1 : The rate of vocabulary mastery on the pre-test 
O2 : The rate of vocabulary mastery on the post-test   
 The choice of the sample subjects either to the experimental group or to the 
control group was done randomly. Each subject then had an equal chance of being 
assigned to the sample of the research, both as the experimental and control group. 
 
Group Pre-test Treatment Post-test 
1 
2 
O1 
O1 
X 
--- 
O2 
O2 
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D. Research Population and Sample 
  The population of the research was the fifth grade students in SD Kanisius 
Wonosari II who have English classes in the academic year of 2010/2011. The 
school is located at Mgr. Soegiyopranoto Street No. 29 Wonosari, Gunungkidul. 
The selection of the population was based on the reason that the school has 
enough facilities to support the English teaching-learning process by using Edu-
Games Software (CD-ROM) and the quality of its students is good. From the 
researchers’ observation, every student has background knowledge of English 
better than those in class IV. In addition, the researcher knew that in the school, 
there had not been held the research in the same topic. 
The population of the research was the fifth grade students and the total 
were 35 students. There are two classes for the fifth grade, they are 5A and 5B. 
The students of 5A are 18 students and there are 17 students in 5B. The number of 
the students is presented in the following table. 
Table 2: The Research Population 
 
 
In this research, both of those classes were selected from the population, as 
the experimental group and the control group. A very simple way of the random 
sampling technique proposed by Gay (1987: 104-105) was used. The process of 
taking the samples was done as follows: 
Class Number of students 
VA 18 
VB 17 
Total number 35 students 
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1. Writing each class name on separate slip of paper 
2. Putting the two slips into a container 
3. Shaking the container 
4. Taking one slip from the container as the experimental group and one 
slip as the control group. 
 The result determines class VA as the experimental group (the group which 
was taught by using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM)) and class VB as the control 
group (the group which was not taught by using Edu-Games Software (CD-
ROM)). 
  The following table presents the distribution of the treatment. 
Table 3. The Distribution of the Treatment in Population 
No Class Group Treatment Number of 
Students 
1 V A Experimental Edu-Games Software        
(CD- ROM) 
18 
2 V B Control 
 
---- 17 
 
E. Research Instrument 
 In this study, the instrument used to collect the data is in the form of test. 
The test which was available to find out the rate of students’ vocabulary mastery 
was divided into pre-test and post-test. The pre-test was given before the treatment 
was applied, whereas the post-test was given after the treatment.  
The test was in the form of multiple choices. There are 37 items to be tested 
out in the two groups of SD Kanisius Wonosari II. Each item consists of four 
options for each question. It was scored 1 and 0 for the right and wrong answers. 
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The researcher developed a vocabulary test adapted from many sources especially 
from students’ books and based on the School Based Curriculum of the English 
lesson. The test was intended to measure how much the students had learned 
English. 
 
1. Validity of the Instrument 
a. Content Validity 
The content validity was employed to the test instrument. Content validity 
means that the test develop covers all the materials given. The test divided into 
two parts, they are pre test and post test with the same topics. The materials that 
has been used for pre-test and post-test was taken from the first and second 
semester. The topics were “Parts of the body, Animals, Fruit, Vegetables, Parts of 
the house and At school”.  
The following table presents the description of the item numbers of the pre 
test.  
Table 4. The Blueprint of Vocabulary Test (Pre-test) 
No Materials Item numbers Total 
1 Parts of the body 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 8 items 
2 Animals 9,10,11,12,13,14,15 7 items 
3 Fruit 16,18,19,20,21 6 items 
4 Vegetables 22,23,24,25,26 5 items 
5 Parts of the house 27,28,29,30,31 5 items 
6 At school 32,33,34,35,36,37 6 items 
  Total 37 
items 
 
From table above, it showed that the instrument of the pre test consisted of 
six topics. There were 8 items for Parts of the body, 7 items for Animals, 6 items 
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for Fruit, 5 items for Vegetables, 5 items for Parts of the house and 6 items for At 
school. The total numbers of the test was 37 items. 
The topics in the post-test had the same materials but the number of the 
questions in this test was arranged differently from the pre-test. The following 
table presents the description of the item numbers of the post test. 
Table 5. The Blueprint of Vocabulary Test (Post-Test) 
No Materials Item numbers Total 
1 Animals 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 7 items 
2 Parts of the house 8,9,10,11,12 5 items 
3 At school 13,14,15,16,17,18 6 items 
4 Parts of the body  19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26  8 items 
5 Vegetables 27,28,29,30,31 5 items 
6 Fruit 32,33,34,35,36,37 6 items 
  Total 37 
items 
  
From Table 5, it showed that the instrument of the post-test consisted of six 
topics. There were 7 items for Animals, 5 items for Part of the house, 6 items for 
At school, 8 items for Part of the body, 5 items for Vegetables and 6 items for 
Fruit. The total numbers of the test was 37 items. 
b. Item Validity 
 Before the instrument was applied to the subjects of the research, the 
validity of the test items was found out first. To know whether it was applicable or 
not, it was tested by trying out the test to the respondents outside the subjects of 
the research. The result of the try out was then used to measure the validity of the 
test items. 
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 The researcher used the point biserial correlation to find out the validity of 
the test item. The following formula is used to find out the correlation between 
each single item of the test and the total test. The formula is :  
rpbi= pq
s
qXX p 
 
pX  =  the mean score on the test of students giving the correct answer 
qX  =  the mean score on the test of students giving the wrong answer 
p = the proportion of subjects answering the item correctly 
q = the proportion of subjects giving the wrong item  
s = standard deviation of the total sample on the test 
                                                            ( Hatch and Farhady, 1982: 205)  
 The description of the test items before the try out was simply described in 
the following table. 
Table 6. Description of the test item before the try out 
No Materials Item numbers Total 
1 Parts of the body 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 8 items 
2 Animals 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16 8 items 
3 Fruit 17,18,19,20,21,22 6 items 
4 Vegetables 23,24,25,26,27 5 items 
5 Parts of the house 28,29,30,31,32 5 items 
6 At school 33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40 8 items 
  Total 40 
items 
 
 An item can be said valid if the value of the coefficient of ‘r’ point biserial 
is higher than the value of ‘r’ table (0,231). From the data analysis of the try out, 
there were 3 invalid items out of 40 items in the test. The invalid items were the 
item number 11, 39, and 40. The 37 valid items were then used to collect the data 
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on the students’ vocabulary test in the actual research. The description of the test 
items after the try out was simply described in the following table. 
Table 7. Description of the test item after the try out 
No Materials Item numbers Total 
1 Parts of the body 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 8 items 
2 Animals 9,10,12,13,14,15,16 7 items 
3 Fruit 17,18,19,20,21,22 6 items 
4 Vegetables 23,24,25,26,27 5 items 
5 Parts of the house 28,29,30,31,32 5 items 
6 At school 33,34,35,36,37,38 6 items 
  Total 37 Items 
 
2. Reliability of the the test instrument 
  Reliability refers to the extent to which the instrument elicits accurate and 
consistent data (Seliger and Shohamy, 1989: 185 – 189). A reliable test should 
measure the instrument consistently.  
The reliability of the instrument is measured by using KR-20 formula. The 
formulation used is: 
 r11 = 







 






v
v
t
pqt
k
k
1
 
where: 
k :  the number of items 
Vt :   total varians 
p :  the proportion of correct answer 
q : the proportion of incorrect answer 
      (Suharsimi Arikunto, 2002:163) 
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Meanwhile, to determine the level of the instrument reliability, the norm of 
categorizing the correlation coefficient was employed. The following practical 
rule below was norm proposed by Suharto (2006: 84). 
Table 8. Value of the Reliability Coefficient 
 
No Reliability Coefficient Category 
1 0.800 – 1.000 Very high 
2 0.600 – 0.799 High 
3 0.400 – 0.599 Fair 
4 0.200 – 0.399 Low 
5 0.000 – 0.199 Very low 
 
From the computer calculation, it showed that the reliability coefficient of 
pre- test was 0.897 and post- test was 0.900. Based on the norm previously stated, 
the vocabulary test had a very high reliability. The results of the computation of 
reliability measure can be seen in Appendix 2. 
F. Procedure of Data Collection 
The data were collected from the pre-test and post-test of the control and 
experiment groups. Both of the classes were given the vocabulary test before and 
after the treatment (pre and post test). The tests were done for a period of 60 
minutes.  The treatment was conducted in 6 meetings for the experimental group, 
one meeting per week from February to March. Each meeting had seventy 
minutes of duration. Both classes had the same day but different hour for their 
English lesson. The experimental group was on Tuesday at 07.00 a.m. until 08.10 
a.m, while the control group was on Tuesday at 09.30 - 10.40 a.m. The table 
below outlined the time schedule of the study. 
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Table 9. Schedule of the Implementation of the Research 
 
Group Pre-Test  
Implementation Post-Test 
 Month Day Hour 
Experimental 22- 2- 2011 March- 
April 
Tuesday  
(07.00-
08.10) 
 
26-4-2011 
Control 22- 2- 2011 March- 
April 
Tuesday 
(09. 30 -
10.40) 
26-4-2011 
 
The pre-test was conducted on Saturday, February 22, 2011 for both 
experimental group and control group. The implementation of the treatment to the 
experimental group was conducted from March until April 2011. It took place 
according to the schedule of the school. The treatment to the experimental group 
was on every Tuesday. The post-test was given to the both experimental and 
control group on April 26, 2011. Before the treatment was given to the 
experimental group, the researcher gave the information to the teacher about the 
characteristics of the study. Next, the researcher taught class VA by using Edu-
Games Software (CD-ROM) and asked the English teacher of class VB to teach as 
usual based on the topic in the syllabus. 
1. The process of experiment  
a. Preparation   
  It was the time to prepare the instrument and the place to do the treatment. 
Such as, bring the LCD into the class, turn on the notebook, and class 
management.  
b. Treatment Process 
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  It was the time to do the treatment in experimental group by using Edu-
Games Software (CD-ROM). This treatment aimed at improving vocabulary 
mastery of fifth grade students at SD Kanisius Wonosari II. The time needed in 
this treatment was about 20 minutes in the main teaching. 
c. The Schedule of Research in Experimental Group 
  The treatment in experimental group was conducted in eight meetings 
including pre-test and post-test.  
Table 10. The Schedule of Research in the Experimental Group 
Number of meetings Date Activity 
1 February 22, 2011 Pre-test 
2 March 8, 2011 1th Treatment  
3 March 15, 2011 2nd Treatment  
4 March 22, 2011 3rd Treatment  
5 March 29, 2011 4th Treatment  
6 April 5, 2011 5th Treatment  
7 April 12, 2011 6th Treatment  
8 April 26, 2011 Post-test 
 
G. Data Analysis Technique 
 To analyze the obtained data, the researcher used descriptive analysis and 
inferential statistics. All computations in the data analysis in the research were 
done by the computer program SPSS and the researcher merely interpreted the 
findings. 
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Before the researcher gave more information about the descriptive and 
inferential statistics, he first explained about the categorization of students’ 
vocabulary mastery. 
1. Data Categorization of the Students’ Vocabulary Mastery 
 The researcher used the ideal mean and the ideal standard deviation to 
determine the category of students’ vocabulary mastery for the pre-test and the 
post-test results. The categorization of the students’ vocabulary achievement was 
done by using balanced scores because the instruments of pre-test and post-test 
are different. So, the maximum score was 37 and the minimum score was 0. Then 
the data can be categorized as follows: 
Table 11. The Categorization of the Students’ Vocabulary Achievement 
Scale Number Category 
M + 1.8 SD       M + 3SD 
M + 0.6 SD     M + 1.8 SD 
M - 0.6 SD       M + 0.6 SD 
M - 1.8 SD     M - 0.6 SD 
M - 3   SD      M - 1.8 SD 
            Very High 
   High 
         Average 
  Low 
           Very Low 
 
There were 37 items in the pre- test. It was a test which has the score 1 for 
the correct answer and 0 for the false. So, in this research the highest score for the 
test was 37. The formula is presented below: 
Ideal mean score = 1/2 (Maximum score + Minimum score) 
Ideal standard deviation= 1/6 (Maximum score – Minimum score) 
By applying that formula, the category of the students’ vocabulary mastery 
can be seen in Table 12. 
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Table 12. The Category of Students’ Vocabulary Mastery 
  
Score class Category 
29.60 – 37 Very high 
22.20 – 29.60 High 
14.80 – 22.20 Average 
7.40 – 14.80 Low 
<7.40 Very low 
 
2. Descriptive Statistics 
  Descriptive statistics was used for the discussion of variables under this 
study that are based on the computation of the means, standard deviations, the 
lowest and the highest scores. The mean was the average score obtained by the 
subjects of the study. Meanwhile, the standard deviation was the average 
variability of all the scores around the mean. 
 
3. Inferential statistics 
  The inferential statistics were used to investigate the research hypotheses. 
a. Normality Test  
 The normality test was used to see whether or not the distribution of the 
responses to the instrument is normal. In this case, the Kolmogorov – Smirnov 
test was used.  In statistics, the Kolmogorov –Smirnov test (K–S test) was a form 
of minimum distance estimation used as a nonparametric test of equality of one-
dimensional probability distributions used to compare a sample with a reference 
probability distribution (one-sample K–S test), or to compare two samples (two-
sample K–S test). The null distribution of this statistic was calculated under the 
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null hypothesis that the samples were drawn from the same distribution (in the 
two-sample case) or that the sample was drawn from the reference distribution (in 
the one-sample case). In each case, the distributions considered under the null 
hypothesis were continuous distributions but were otherwise unrestricted.  
b. Homogeneity Test 
 A homogeneity test was used to analyze whether or not the sample variance 
was homogenous or whether the two groups were in the same condition. The 
analysis technique used to know whether the sample variance was homogenous or 
not is the F-test. 
c. Test of Hypothesis 
 In order to test the hypothesis, t-test is used (Suharto, 1988: 56-57). The t-
test is employed to know whether or not there was a significant difference 
between the English vocabulary mastery of the experimental group after the 
treatment and that of the control group which did not get the treatment. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS 
 
  This research aimed at finding out whether there is any significant 
difference in vocabulary mastery between the fifth grade students of SD Kanisius 
Wonosari II who are taught using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) and those 
who are taught without using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM). The data that 
were put in this research came from the scores of the students’ vocabulary test 
administered both to the experimental group and the control group. 
 Two kinds of tests were given, namely the pre-test (the test given before the 
treatment was started) and post-test (the test given after the treatment 
accomplished in the experimental group). As a result, there were four kinds of 
data in this research. The data were obtained from the experimental group’s pre-
test and post-test scores and the control group’s pre-test and post-test.  
 This chapter further discusses three main parts. They are about data 
description, result of data analysis, and the interpretation of the data findings. 
 
A.  Data Description 
 The descriptive analysis was applied to provide answers to the questions 
about the students’ vocabulary mastery. As mentioned earlier, the data that were 
put in this research came from the scores of the students’ vocabulary test 
administered both to the experimental group and control group. 
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 Two kinds of tests were given, namely the pre-test (the test given before the 
treatment was started) and post-test (the test given after the treatment 
accomplished in the experimental group). A correct answer was valued as one and 
a false one was valued as zero. 
1. Data of the Experimental Group 
a.  Data of the Students’ Vocabulary Mastery on Pre-Test Scores of the 
Experimental Group 
 
 The experimental group received the treatment in their English teaching-
learning process by using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM). The treatment was 
conducted in six meetings with different topics. It was performed to improve the 
students’ vocabulary mastery. Then, the researcher informed the data of students’ 
vocabulary mastery based on the score of pre-test of the experimental group as 
follows: 
Table 13. Categorization of the Students’ Vocabulary Mastery based on Pre-
Test Scores of the Experimental Group 
Score class Number of students Percentage% Category 
29.60 – 37 7 38.9 Very High 
22.20 – 29.59 11 61,1 High 
14.80– 22.19 0 0 Average 
7.40– 14.79 0 0 Low 
<7.39 0 0 Very Low 
Total 18 100 - 
 
 Table 13 shows the students’ pre-test scores of the experimental group. 
There were 7 students (38.9%) who were classified into the very high category 
and 11 students (61.1%) were in the high category. For more details, see the 
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 frequency distribution of the pre-test scores of the experimental group in 
Appendix 5. The following table illustrated the descriptive analysis on the 
vocabulary mastery pre-test scores of the experimental group. 
Table 14. Descriptive Analysis on Vocabulary Mastery Pre-Test Scores of the 
Experimental Group 
Mea
n 
SD Median Mode Max 
score 
Min 
score 
Range Items 
29.33 2.990 29.00 29 36 25 11 37 
 
 Based on Table 14, the mean of the pre-test scores of the experimental 
group is 29.33 According to the table of categorization, the students’ vocabulary 
mastery is in the high category because it lies between 22.20 and 29.60. So, it can 
be concluded that the students’ vocabulary mastery of the experimental group 
before using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) is high. 
b.  Data of the Students’ Vocabulary Mastery on Post-Test Scores of the 
Experimental Group 
 The instrument to collect the data of the vocabulary mastery post-test was 
the same as that to collect the data of the vocabulary mastery pre-test. The 
categorization of students’ vocabulary mastery based on the post-test scores of the 
experimental group is described in Table 15. 
Table 15. Categorization of the Students’ Vocabulary Mastery based on Post-
Test Scores of the Experimental Group 
Score class Number of students Percentage% Category 
29.60 – 37 18 100 Very High 
22.20 – 29.59 0 0 High 
14.80– 22.19 0 0 Average 
7.40– 14.79 0 0 Low 
<7.39 0 0 Very Low 
Total 18 100 - 
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 Table 15 shows the students’ post-test scores of the experimental group. 
There were 18 students (100%) who were classified into the very high category. 
For more detail, see the frequency distribution on the vocabulary mastery test 
post-test scores of the experimental group in Appendix 5. The results of the data 
analysis are described in the table of descriptive analysis shown the following 
section. 
Table 16. Descriptive Analysis on Vocabulary Mastery Post-Test Scores of the 
Experimental Group 
Mean SD Media
n 
Mode Max 
score 
Min score Range Items 
35.00 1.749 35.00 37 37 32 5 37 
 
 Based on the Table 16, the mean of the post-test of the experimental group 
is 35.00. According to the table of categorization; the students’ vocabulary 
mastery is in the very high category because it lies between 29.60 and 37. The 
students’ vocabulary mastery of the experimental group after using taught by Edu-
Games Software (CD-ROM) can be confirm as very high. 
c. Comparison between Pre-Test and Post-Test Scores of the Students’ 
Vocabulary Mastery Test of the Experimental Group 
 
 The following table described the statistical data of the pre-test and post-test 
scores of the vocabulary mastery test of the experimental group. It gave details 
about the pre-test and post-test scores of students’ vocabulary mastery of the 
experimental group. 
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Table 17. Statistical Data on Pre-Test and Post-Test Scores of the Students’ 
Vocabulary Mastery of the Experimental Group 
Data Pre-test Post-test 
Number of cases 18 18 
Sum of scores 528 630 
Mean 29.33 35.00 
SD 2.990 1.749 
 
 The mean in Table 17 showed that the pre-test and post-test scores increased 
from 29.33 to 35.00. According to the table of categorization then it is clear that 
the students’ vocabulary mastery improved from the high to very high category, 
because after using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM), the mean of the post-test 
scores lied between 29.60 and 37. 
 
2. Data of the Control Group 
 The data of the pre and post vocabulary mastery tests were obtained from 
the control group. Below is the explanation of each set of data. 
a.  Data of the Vocabulary Mastery on Pre-Test Scores of the Control 
Group 
 The instrument to collect the data of the vocabulary mastery pre-test of the 
control group was the same as that to collect the data of the vocabulary mastery 
pre-test of the experimental group. The following table explained the 
categorization of students’ vocabulary mastery of each student based on the pre-
test scores of the control group. 
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Table 18. Categorization of the Students’ Vocabulary Mastery based on Pre-
Test Scores of the Control Group 
Score class Number of students Percentage (%) Category 
29.60 – 37 12 70.6 Very high 
22.20 – 29.59 5 29.4 High 
14.80 – 22.19 0 0 Average 
7.40 – 14.79 0 0 Low 
<7.39 0 0 Very low 
Total 17 100 - 
 
 Table 18 shows that there were 12 students (70.6%) who were classified 
into the very high category and 5 students (29.4%) were classified into the high 
category. (The complete frequency distribution on pre-test scores of the control 
group can be seen in Appendix 5). 
 The descriptive analysis of students’ vocabulary mastery based on the pre-
test scores of the control group is described in the following table. 
Table 19. Descriptive Analysis on Vocabulary Mastery Pre-Test Score of the 
Control Group 
 
Mean SD Media
n 
Mode Max 
score 
Min score Range Items 
31.18 3.187 32.00 33 36 25 11 37 
 
 Based on Table 19, the mean score of the pre-test scores of the control 
group is 31.18. According to the table, the students’ vocabulary mastery is in the 
very high category because it lies between 29.60 and 37. So, it can be concluded 
that the students’ vocabulary mastery of the control group on the pre-test is very 
high. 
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b.  Data of the Vocabulary Mastery on Post-Test Scores of the Control 
Group 
 The instrument to collect the data of the vocabulary mastery post-test was 
the same as that to collect the data of the vocabulary mastery pre-test. The 
categorization of the students’ vocabulary mastery based on the post-test scores of 
the control group described in the following table. 
Table 20.  Categorization of the Students’ Vocabulary Mastery based on Post-
Test Scores of the Control Group 
 
Score class Number of students Percentage (%) Category 
29.60 – 37 15 88.2 Very high 
22.20 – 29.59 2 11.8 High 
14.80 – 22.19 0 0 Average 
7.40 – 14.79 0 0 Low 
<7.39 0 0 Very low 
Total 17 100 - 
 
 Table 20 shows the students’ post-test scores of the control group. There 
were 15 students (88.2%) who were classified into the very high category and 2 
students (11.8%) were in the high category. The following table described the 
descriptive analysis on the vocabulary mastery post-test scores of the control 
group (the complete frequency distribution on pre-test scores of the control group 
can be seen in Appendix 5). 
Table 21. Descriptive Analysis on Vocabulary Mastery Post-Test Score of the 
Control Group 
Mean SD Media
n 
Mode Max score Min score Range Items 
32.47 2.332 32.00 32 36 28 8 37 
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 Based on Table 21, the mean of the post-test scores of the control group is 
32.47. Then from the vocabulary mastery ability score categorization, which is 
based on the ideal mean and standard deviation, the vocabulary mastery of the 
control group can be categorized as very high. It is in the very high category 
because the mean lies between 29.60 and 37. So, it can be said that the students’ 
vocabulary mastery of the control group on the post-test is very high. 
c. Comparison between Pre-Test and Post-Test Scores of Students’ 
Vocabulary Mastery of the Control Group 
  The following table described the statistical data of the pre-test and post-test 
scores of students’ vocabulary mastery of the control group. 
Table 22. Statistical Data on the Pre and Post Test Scores of Students’ 
Vocabulary Mastery of the Control Group 
Data Pre-test Post-test 
Number of cases 17 17 
Sum of scores 530 552 
Mean 31.18 32.47 
SD 3.187 2.332 
 
 The mean of the pre-test and post-test of the students’ vocabulary mastery 
test increased from 31.18 to 32.47. It was clear that the students’ vocabulary 
mastery was in the very high category because the mean of the post-test scores 
lied between 29.60 and 37. 
 
3.  Data on the Effect of using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) to improve 
students’ vocabulary mastery between the Experimental and Control Groups 
 
 There were two groups did the pre-test and post-test. They were the 
experimental and control groups. The following table explained the statistical data 
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of the effect of using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) to improve vocabulary 
mastery between the experimental and control groups. 
Table 23. Statistical Data on the Effect of using Edu-Games Software (CD-
ROM) to improve vocabulary mastery between the Experimental and 
Control Groups 
Data Experimental group Control group 
Number of cases 18 17 
Sum of scores 630 552 
Mean 35.00 32.47 
SD                  1.749 2.322 
 
 Table 23 informs that there is a difference between the vocabulary test 
scores of experimental and control groups. The mean score of the experimental 
group is 35.00 while the mean score of the control group is 32.47. Those mean 
score were checked with the categorization table of students’ vocabulary mastery 
then the result or mean score of the students’ vocabulary mastery in the 
experimental group was in the very high category. 
 It also confirms that the gain score of the effect on using Edu-Games 
Software (CD-ROM) in teaching vocabulary in the experimental group is higher 
than that without using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) as in the control group. 
 
B.  Result of Data Analysis 
 This part presents the data analysis to test the research hypothesis. Before 
this test was applied, there was pre-analysis testing to be done. They were the 
normality test to find out whether the scores distribution of the samples were 
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normal or not; and the homogeneity test to know whether the samples were 
homogeneous or not. The discussion of the pre-analysis testing is as follows. 
1.  Test of Normality 
 To see whether the distribution of the responses to the instrument was 
normal, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used. The test of normality was applied 
to the pre-test and post-test data of the two groups. 
 The distribution can be said to be normal if p (probability) is higher than ɑ. 
The discussion of the normality test is as follows. 
a. Normality Test Result of Students’ Vocabulary Mastery 
 The two tables below confirmed the summary of the normality test result of 
students’ vocabulary mastery. 
Table 24.  Normality Test Result of Students’ Vocabulary Mastery Pre-test 
 
Group K- So ɑ P Statement 
Experimental (VA) 0.660 0.05 0.777 Normal 
Control (VB) 0.771 0.05 0.592 Normal 
 
Table 25.  Normality Test Result of Students’ Vocabulary Mastery Post-test 
 
Group K- So ɑ 
 
P Statement 
Experimental (VA) 0.682 0.05 0.741 Normal 
Control (VB) 0.695 0.05 0.720 Normal 
 
 On the pre-test of the vocabulary mastery ability, table 24 showed that the p 
value of the pre-test of the two groups (the experimental and control groups) was 
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higher than the ɑ values, i.e., 0.05 < 0.777   and 0.05 < 0.592. Thus, it can be 
stated that null hypothesis is accepted and the distribution is normal. 
 On the post-test, Table 25 showed that the levels of significance of the 
groups are also higher than 0.05, i.e., 0.741 > 0.05 and 0.720 > 0.05. Once again, 
the post-test data of the groups is proved to be normal. The print out of the 
analysis is in Appendix 6. 
2.  Test of Homogeneity 
 A homogeneity test was utilized to analyze if the sample was homogenous 
or not. The sample is said to be homogeneous if the value of the F-observed (ܨ଴) 
is lower than that in the table value (ܨ௧). For this, the F-test was applied. 
 The complete computation is enclosed in Appendix 6. 
Table 26. Result of the Homogeneity Test of each Variable (X1: Pre-Test); 
X2: Post-Test) 
 
Variable ܨ௢ Ft 5% P Statement 
X1 1.136 2.289 0.398 Homogeneous 
X2 1.762 2.289 0.125 Homogeneous 
 
 It can be seen from the Table 26 that the value of ܨ଴ is less than Ft i.e. 
1.136< 2.289 in the pre-test and for the post-test, the value of ܨ଴is less than Ft i.e. 
1.762<2.289. So, it can be declared that the sample of variance is homogeneous. 
The level of significance is more than 0.05 i.e. 0.398>0.05 and 0.125>0.05. 
Therefore, the sample of variance is, once again to be homogeneous. 
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3. Test of Hypothesis 
 The hypothesis testing is aimed at revealing whether or not there was a 
significant difference between the groups in their means of gain scores of the 
vocabulary mastery test. The level of significance was set on 0.05 or 5%. The 
print out of the computation is enclosed in Appendix 6. At first, the hypothesis 
must be changed to the null hypothesis (Ho) before the hypothesis rejected or 
accepted. The function of the null hypothesis (Ho) was to predict that the 
hypothesis had no legal effect. The null hypothesis (Ho) is as follows. 
“There is no significant difference between vocabulary mastery of the students 
who are taught by using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) and those who are 
taught without it”. 
 The researcher presented hypothesis and the data in this research which 
were analyzed with the help of SPSS 2005 Sutrisna Hadi and Yuni 
Parmadiningsih edition. The test taken was t-test. In the t-test, if the value of t-
observed (to) is higher than t-table, the alternative hypothesis (Ha) is accepted, and 
the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected. The hypothesis is as follows. 
“There is a significant difference between vocabulary mastery of the students who 
are taught by using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) and those who are taught 
without it” 
To test the hypothesis, a matched t-test was utilized in this analysis. The 
result of matched t-test can be seen in Table 27 and the computation is enclosed in 
Appendix 6. 
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Tabel 27. Result of Matched t-test 
 
Variable ݐ଴ ݐ௧  Df p Interpretation 
A1-A2 6.577 2.035 33 0.000 ݐ଴ > ݐ௧ 
 
Mean scores are stated as having a significant difference if ݐ଴ is higher than 
ݐ௧, and the probability is the same as or smaller than 0.05 or 5%. Based on the 
result computation, it was found that the value of  ݐ଴ for the experimental and 
control groups (A1 – A2) was 6.577; which is higher than that of ݐ௧ , that is 2.035. 
The level of significance is 0.000, which is smaller than 0.05. It means that the 
hypothesis which states “There is a significant difference in the English 
vocabulary mastery between the fifth grade students who are taught by using Edu-
Games Software (CD-ROM) and those who are taught without Edu-Games 
Software (CD-ROM)” is accepted. 
For more explanation, the following table describes the scores of the 
vocabulary mastery test of the experimental and control groups. It gives details 
about the gain scores of the students’ vocabulary mastery test of both groups. 
Table 28. The Mean score of Vocabulary Mastery Test 
 
Variable X1 X2 X3 
A1 29.33 35.00 5.67 
A2 31.18 32.47 1.29 
 
Notes: 
A1= Experimental group 
A2= Control group 
X1= Pre-test score mean 
X2= Post-test score mean 
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X3= Gain score mean 
It can be shown from Table 28, there are also some different mean scores 
between the pre-test scores and post-test scores of experimental group. The pre-
test mean score of the experimental group is 29.33. While, the post-test mean 
score of the experimental group is 35.00. It shows that the mean score increase 
5.67 from the pre-test to the post-test. Meanwhile, the pre-test mean score of 
control group is 31.18. While, the post-test mean score is 32.47. The mean score 
of control group only increase 1.29. It can be stated that “using Edu-Games 
Software (CD-ROM) in teaching English vocabulary to the fifth grade students is 
more effective than that without using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM)”.   
 
C. Interpretation 
 There were some results revealed in the findings. Based on the analysis, it 
showed that there was a significant difference in the vocabulary mastery ability 
between the fifth grade students of SD Kanisius Wonosari II who were taught 
using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) and those who were not. In general, the 
students’ post-test scores were higher than the students’ pre-test scores after the 
implementation of Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM). 
 It was seen from the post-test tables of the experimental group that the mean 
score of the experimental group was 35.00. The mean score of the experimental 
group in the post-test was higher than the mean score in the pre-test, i.e., 35.00 
>29.33. The standard deviation (SD) decreased from 2.990 to 1.749. It means that 
the students’ vocabulary mastery was more homogenous. 
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 From the t- test result, the data showed that the students’ mean gain score’ 
of the experimental group was higher than that of the control group. The mean 
score of the experimental group was 5.67 while the mean score of the control 
group was 1.29. Thus, the hypothesis proposed in the research can be accepted.  
 The result of the t- test also showed that to was higher than the t value at the 
significance level of 5% i.e., 3.654> 2.035. The level of significance was 0.000. 
Thus, the null hypothesis of no treatment effect was rejected and the proposed 
hypothesis which states that “there is a significant difference in vocabulary 
mastery between the fifth grade students of SD Kanisius Wonosari II who are 
taught using traditional techniques and those who are taught using Edu-Games 
Software (CD-ROM) “ is accepted. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS  
There are three parts that will be discussed in this chapter. They are 
conclusions of the study, implication from the research findings, and suggestions 
from the researcher to the related parties based on the study that has been 
implemented. The discussions are as follows: 
A. Conclusions 
Based on the theories, research findings, and discussions in the previous 
chapters, the researcher proposes some items of conclusion. They are as follows: 
 1. The pre-test result showed that the students’ vocabulary mastery of the 
experimental group before the treatment was in the high category. From the post- 
test which was done after the treatment, the data obtained showed the mean of the 
experimental group was 35.00. Having been consulted to the table of vocabulary 
mastery ability, it was in the very high category. So, it can be concluded that the 
vocabulary mastery ability of the experimental group increased from the high 
category to very high category. The standard deviation (SD) decreased from 2.990 
to 1.749. It means that the students’ vocabulary mastery ability was homogenous. 
2. The data of the experimental group showed that the number of students in 
the experimental group whose scores are above the ideal mean, i.e., 22.2 in the 
pre-test and post-test, increased from 11 to 18 students. 
3. There was a significant difference in the vocabulary mastery between the 
students at grade five of SD Kanisius Wonosari II who were taught using Edu-
Games Software (CD- ROM) and those who were taught without Edu-Games 
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Software (CD- ROM). It was indicated by the different mean achieved by the 
experimental group in the pre-test and post-test. The post-test mean was higher 
than the pre-test mean. It means that teaching vocabulary using Edu-Games 
Software (CD- ROM) as media was better than that without using Edu-Games 
Software (CD-ROM).  
 Briefly, the use of Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) has improved the 
students’ vocabulary mastery. It can be seen from the post-test scores of the 
experimental group. The mean score in the post-test was higher than the mean 
score of the pre-test, i.e., 35.00>29.33. It can be concluded that using Edu-Games  
Software (CD-ROM) as a media in teaching vocabulary was effective enough 
particularly for the fifth grade students of elementary schools. 
 It also means that the students of class VA as the experimental group had 
higher vocabulary mastery after the treatment. From the t-test result, it was known 
that to was higher than the t value at the significance level of 5%, i.e., 3.654 > 
2.035. The level of significance was 0.000. Thus, the null hypothesis of no 
treatment effect was rejected and the proposed hypothesis in this study was 
accepted. 
 Based on the statement above, it can be inferred that in teaching vocabulary,  
the students who are taught using Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) has higher 
vocabulary mastery than those who are not. It can also be concluded that the use 
of Edu-Games Software (CD- ROM) as one of media in teaching vocabulary 
affects the students’ vocabulary mastery.  
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B. Implication 
The conclusion that there is a significant difference of English vocabulary 
mastery between the students who were taught using Edu-Games Software (CD-
ROM) and those who were not taught using Edu-Games  Software  (CD-ROM) 
will be a good solution to the teacher in using teaching media to teach English 
vocabulary more easily and interestingly. 
Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) seems to be a new alternative choice 
which is most suitable to be used by the teacher in the classroom to transfer the 
teaching materials easily and interestingly to the students. Teaching without using 
media to present the materials of teaching is considered not suitable anymore to be 
applied in classroom, nowadays. The researcher suggests that the teachers vary the 
media and use them effectively so that the students are more interested in learning 
English and thus increase their learning achievement.  
 
C. Suggestions 
Based on the implication, some suggestions will be addressed to English 
teacher and other researchers. The suggestions are as follows: 
1. To the English teacher 
A teacher should notice the things which can influence the teaching-learning 
process in the classroom especially in the choice of method or media used to reach 
a good result in teaching. It is essential for the teacher to improve the quality of 
the teaching-learning process especially in teaching vocabulary for elementary 
schools. Teachers should be more creative in producing and using interesting 
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media in the teaching-learning process. Edu-Games Software (CD- ROM) that 
contains a full-colored picture dictionary and games could be alternative media in 
teaching English, especially vocabulary. 
2. To the Students  
The use of Edu-Games Software (CD-ROM) is expected to be one solution 
in the learning process, especially for the students with low vocabulary mastery to 
increase their vocabulary mastery in interesting ways. 
3. To other Researchers 
There are still many other media that can be used to improve students’ 
vocabulary mastery. The researcher hopes that other researchers will use other 
media and design researches of the similar topic in education. 
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APPENDICES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix  1. Research Instrument 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 
 
 
Vocabualry Test before the try-out 
 
 
 
 
 
The Blueprint of Vocabulary test 
(TRY OUT) 
 
No Materials Item numbers Total 
1 Parts of the body 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 8 items 
2 Animals 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16 8 items 
3 Fruit 17,18,19,20,21,22 6 items 
4 Vegetables 23,24,25,26,27 5 items 
5 Parts of the house 28,29,30,31,32 5 items 
6 At school 33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40 8 items 
  Total 40 
items 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I. Choose the correct answer by crossing (x) a, b, c, or d. 
 
1. We can see something with our …. 
   
 
a. nose      c. teeth 
b. mouth     d. eyes 
 
2.  We can hold something with our …. 
    
  
a. teeth      c. hand 
b. leg       d. head 
 
3.  We use … to eat and drink. 
  
   
a. forehead     c. mouth 
b. ears       d. toe 
 
4.  My father wears a beautiful watch on his …. 
   
  
a. elbow      c. wrist 
b. stomach     d. leg 
5.  What is this? This is …. 
 
 
a. a tongue    c. an arm 
b. a knee    d. a head 
 
6. We can hear something with our …. 
 
 
a. nose     c. ear 
b. eye     d. hand 
 
7. You can say something “good” with your …. 
 
 
a. thumb    c. finger 
b. ear      d. leg 
 
8. Kurniawan is a football player. He kicks the ball with his ….  
 
 
 
a. eyes     c. foot 
b. finger     d. stomach  
 
 
9.  What am I? I live in the water. 
  
 
a. a bird      c. a fish 
b. a cat     d. a lion 
 
10. I have a long nose, big ears and ivories. I am …. 
 
 
a. a dog      c. a rabbit 
b. a goat     d. an elephant 
 
11. I can buy a bird in a …. 
 
 
a. bookshop     c. grocery 
b. pet shop     d. butcher 
 
12. I will ride a …. 
 
 
a. horse     c. deer 
b. camel     d. pig 
 
13. We like to eat banana. We are …. 
 
 
a. goats      c. cows 
b. monkeys      d. chickens 
 
14. A … has a long body. 
 
 
a. monkey     c. fish 
b. snack     d. snake 
 
15. Donald … is a cartoon character. 
 
 
a. duck      c. dog 
b. chicken    d. goat 
 
16. A … lays eggs. 
 
 
a. cock   c. hen 
b. cow   d. rabbit 
 
 
17. This is …. 
 
 
a. a grape    c. a banana 
b. a pineapple    d. an apple 
 
18. A watermelon is a kind of …. 
 
 
 
 
 a. food      c. plants 
 b. fruit     d. vegetables 
 
19. What is this? This is …. 
  
a. a pineapple    c. a mango 
b. a watermelon   d. a lemonade 
 
20. I don’t like oranges, but I like .… 
 
 
a. bananas     c. a strawberry 
b. a mango     d. an apple 
 
 
 
21. What fruit do you like best? 
 
 
 
a. an orange     c. an avocado 
b. a grape    d. a star fruit 
 
 
22. I like … juice. 
  
  
a. jackfruit    c. watermelon 
b. avocado    d. carrot  
 
23. Cabbage is a kind of .… 
 
 
a. vegetable     c. food 
b. fruit       d. drink 
 
24. What is this? This is …. 
 
 
a. a chili      c. a spinach 
b. an eggplant    d. a broccoli 
 
25. Don’t eat … too much. It’s hot. 
  
 
a. cucumber     c. chili 
b. carrot      d. potato 
 
26. A rabbit likes to eat …. 
 
 
a. carrot     c. bean 
b. peanut    d. spinach 
 
27. A … has many seeds. 
 
a. cabbage     c. mangosteen 
b. potato    d. tomato 
  
28. Clean the … It’s dirty. 
 
 
a. floor      c. roof 
b. door     d. window  
 
 
 
29. We take a bath in the ….  
 
 
a. dining  room    c. living room 
b. bath room    d. garage 
 
30. My mother cooks in the …. 
 
 
a. bath room    c. kitchen 
b. living room    d. dining room 
 
31. Please sit on the ….  
 
 
 
a. chair      c. table 
b. black board    d. chalk  
 
 
 
 
 
 
32. My father keeps his car in the .… 
 
 
a. stairs      c. roof 
b. garage    d. kitchen 
 
33. A … is used to write something. 
 
 
a.  chalk     c. pencil 
b.  book     d. sharpener 
 
34. It is used to sharpen your pencil. It is …. 
 
 
a. a pencil-case    c. an eraser 
b. a bag      d. a sharpener  
 
35. I want to buy a beautiful …. 
 
 
a. bag      c. pencil-case 
b. shoes     d. hat 
 
 
 
36. It is very important in the classroom. 
   The color is black. It is a …. 
 
 
a. black board     c. white board 
b. skate board     d. table  
 
37. What is this? This is …. 
 
 
a. a flag      c. a hat 
b. a uniform          d. a belt 
 
38. Where is this? 
 
 
a. in the living room    c. in the dining room 
b. in the garden   d. in the classroom 
 
39. It is used to do sport. What is it? It is a pair of …. 
 
a. sandals     c. shoes 
b.  socks     d. chalks 
 
 
40. Lina likes reading a book in the …. 
 
 
a. post office     c. classroom 
b. library    d. hospital     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ANSWER SHEET 
 
Name   : 
Student’s number : 
 
1 A B C D 
2 A B C D 
3 A B C D 
4 A B C D 
5 A B C D 
6 A B C D 
7 A B C D 
8 A B C D 
9 A B C D 
10 A B C D 
11 A B C D 
12 A B C D 
13 A B C D 
14 A B C D 
15 A B C D 
16 A B C D 
17 A B C D 
18 A B C D 
19 A B C D 
20 A B C D 
21 A B C D 
22 A B C D 
23 A B C D 
24 A B C D 
25 A B C D 
26 A B C D 
27 A B C D 
28 A B C D 
29 A B C D 
30 A B C D 
31 A B C D 
32 A B C D 
33 A B C D 
34 A B C D 
35 A B C D 
36 A B C D 
37 A B C D 
38 A B C D 
39 A B C D 
40 A B C D 
Test answer (try out) 
1.   D   21. D 
2.   C   22. B 
3.   C   23. A 
4.   C   24. B 
5.   A   25. C 
6.   C   26. A 
7.   A   27. D 
8.   C   28. A 
9.   C   29. B 
10. D   30. C 
11. B   31. A 
12. A   32. B 
13. B   33. C 
14. D   34. D 
15. A   35. A 
16. C   36. A 
17. D   37. C 
18. B   38. D 
19. C   39. C 
20. C   40. B 
 
 
 
Appendix 2. Validity and Reliability of the 
Instrument 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 
 
 
Data Tabulation 
Computation 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Blueprint of Vocabulary test 
(PRE-TEST) 
 
No Materials Item numbers Total 
1 Parts of the body 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 8 items 
2 Animals 9,10,11,12,13,14,15 7 items 
3 Fruit 16,17,18,19,20,21 6 items 
4 Vegetables 22,23,24,25,26 5 items 
5 Parts of the house 27,28,29,30,31 5 items 
6 At school 32,33,34,35,36,37 6 items 
  Total 37 
items 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
II. Choose the correct answer by crossing (x) a, b, c, or d. 
 
1. We can see something with our …. 
   
 
a. nose      c. teeth 
b. mouth     d. eyes 
 
2.  We can hold something with our …. 
    
  
a. teeth      c. hand 
b. leg       d. head 
 
3.  We use … to eat and drink. 
  
   
a. forehead     c. mouth 
b. ears       d. toe 
 
4.  My father wears a beautiful watch on his …. 
   
  
a. elbow      c. wrist 
b. stomach     d. leg 
5.  What is this? This is …. 
 
 
a. a tongue    c. an arm 
b. a knee    d. a head 
 
6. We can hear something with our …. 
 
 
a. nose     c. ear 
b. eye     d. hand 
 
7. You can say something “good” with your …. 
 
 
a. thumb    c. finger 
b. ear      d. leg 
 
8. Kurniawan is a football player. He kicks the ball with his ….  
 
 
 
a. eyes     c. foot 
b. finger     d. stomach  
 
 
9.  What am I? I live in the water. 
  
 
a. a bird      c. a fish 
b. a cat     d. a lion 
 
10. I have a long nose, big ears and ivories. I am …. 
 
 
a. a dog      c. a rabbit 
b. a goat     d. an elephant 
 
11. I will ride a …. 
 
 
a. horse     c. deer 
b. camel     d. pig 
 
12. We like to eat banana. We are …. 
 
 
a. goats      c. cows 
b. monkeys      d. chickens 
 
 
13. A … has a long body. 
 
 
a. monkey     c. fish 
b. snack     d. snake 
 
14. Donald … is a cartoon character. 
 
 
a. duck      c. dog 
b. chicken    d. goat 
 
15. A … lays eggs. 
 
 
a. cock   c. hen 
b. cow   d. rabbit 
 
16. This is …. 
 
 
a. a grape    c. a banana 
b. a pineapple    d. an apple 
 
 
17. A watermelon is a kind of …. 
 
 
 
 
 
 a. food      c. plants 
 b. fruit     d. vegetables 
 
18. What is this? This is …. 
  
c. a pineapple    c. a mango 
d. a watermelon   d. a lemonade 
 
19. I don’t like oranges, but I like .… 
 
 
b. bananas     c. a strawberry 
b. a mango     d. an apple 
 
 
20. What fruit do you like best? 
 
 
 
a. an orange     c. an avocado 
b. a grape    d. a star fruit 
21. I like … juice. 
  
  
a. jackfruit    c. watermelon 
b. avocado    d. carrot  
 
22. Cabbage is a kind of .… 
 
 
a. vegetable     c. food 
b. fruit       d. drink 
 
23. What is this? This is …. 
 
 
a. a chili      c. a spinach 
b. an eggplant    d. a broccoli 
 
24. Don’t eat … too much. It’s hot. 
  
 
c. cucumber     c. chili 
d. carrot      d. potato 
 
 
 
25. A rabbit likes to eat …. 
 
 
c. carrot     c. bean 
d. peanut    d. spinach 
 
26. A … has many seeds. 
 
b. cabbage     c. mangosteen 
b. potato    d. tomato 
  
27. Clean the … It’s dirty. 
 
 
c. floor      c. roof 
d. door     d. window  
 
28. We take a bath in the ….  
 
 
c. dining  room    c. living room 
d. bath room    d. garage 
 
 
29. My mother cooks in the …. 
 
 
c. bath room    c. kitchen 
d. living room    d. dining room 
 
30. Please sit on the ….  
 
 
 
b. chair      c. table 
b. black board    d. chalk  
 
31. My father keeps his car in the .… 
 
 
c. stairs      c. roof 
d. garage    d. kitchen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
32. A … is used to write something. 
 
 
c.  chalk     c. pencil 
d.  book     d. sharpener 
 
 
33. It is used to sharpen your pencil. It is …. 
 
 
c. a pencil-case    c. an eraser 
d. a bag      d. a sharpener  
 
34. I want to buy a beautiful …. 
 
 
c. bag      c. pencil-case 
d. shoes     d. hat 
 
35. It is very important in the classroom. 
   The color is black. It is a …. 
 
 
b. black board     c. white board 
b. skate board     d. table  
 
 
36. What is this? This is …. 
 
 
c. a flag      c. a hat 
d. a uniform          d. a belt 
 
 
37. Where is this? 
 
 
c. in the living room    c. in the dining room 
d. in the garden   d. in the classroom 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ANSWER SHEET 
 
Name   : 
 
Students number : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 A B C D 
2 A B C D 
3 A B C D 
4 A B C D 
5 A B C D 
6 A B C D 
7 A B C D 
8 A B C D 
9 A B C D 
10 A B C D 
11 A B C D 
12 A B C D 
13 A B C D 
14 A B C D 
15 A B C D 
16 A B C D 
17 A B C D 
18 A B C D 
19 A B C D 
20 A B C D 
21 A B C D 
22 A B C D 
23 A B C D 
24 A B C D 
25 A B C D 
26 A B C D 
27 A B C D 
28 A B C D 
29 A B C D 
30 A B C D 
31 A B C D 
32 A B C D 
33 A B C D 
34 A B C D 
35 A B C D 
36 A B C D 
37 A B C D 
Test answer (pre-test) 
 
 
1. D      21. B 
2. C      22. A 
3. C      23. B 
4. C      24.C  
5. A      25. A 
6. C      26. D 
7. A      27. A 
8. C      28. B 
9. C      29. C 
10. D      30. A 
11. A      31. C 
12. B      32. B 
13. D      33. D 
14. A      34.A 
15. C      35. A 
16. D      36. C 
17. B      37. D 
18. C 
19. C 
20. D 
 
 
 
 Appendix 3. The Final Instrument 
 
 
 
 
THE FINAL INSTRUMENT 
 
 
Vocabulary Test 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Blueprint of Vocabulary test 
(POST-TEST) 
 
No Materials Item numbers Total 
1 Animals 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 7 items 
2 Parts of the house 8,9,10,11,12 5 items 
3 At school 13,14,15,16,17,18 6 items 
4 Parts of the body  19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26  8 items 
5 Vegetables 27,28,29,30,31 5 items 
6 Fruit 32,33,34,35,36,37 6 items 
  Total 37 
items 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III. Choose the correct answer by crossing (x) a, b, c, or d. 
1.  What am I? I live in the water. 
  
 
a. a bird      c. a fish 
b. a cat     d. a lion 
 
2. I have a long nose, big ears and ivories. I am …. 
 
 
a. a dog      c. a rabbit 
b. a goat      d. an elephant 
 
3. I will ride a …. 
 
 
a. horse     c. deer 
b. camel     d. pig 
 
4. We like to eat banana. We are …. 
 
 
a. goats      c. cows 
b. monkeys      d. chickens 
 
5. A … has a long body. 
 
 
a. monkey     c. fish 
b. snack     d. snake 
 
6. Donald … is a cartoon character. 
 
 
a. duck      c. dog 
b. chicken    d. goat 
 
7. A … lays eggs. 
 
 
a. cock   c. hen 
b. cow   d. rabbit 
 
8. Clean the … It’s dirty. 
 
 
e. floor      c. roof 
f. door     d. window  
 
9. We take a bath in the ….  
 
 
e. dining  room    c. living room 
f. bath room    d. garage 
 
10. My mother cooks in the …. 
 
 
e. bath room    c. kitchen 
f. living room    d. dining room 
 
11. Please sit on the ….  
 
 
 
c. chair      c. table 
b. black board    d. chalk  
 
 
 
 
 
 
12. My father keeps his car in the .… 
 
 
 
e. stairs      c. roof 
f. garage    d. kitchen 
13. A … is used to write something. 
 
 
e.  chalk     c. pencil 
f.  book     d. sharpener 
 
14. It is used to sharpen your pencil. It is …. 
 
 
e. a pencil-case    c. an eraser 
f. a bag      d. a sharpener  
 
15. I want to buy a beautiful …. 
 
 
e. bag      c. pencil-case 
f. shoes     d. hat 
 
 
 
16. It is very important in the classroom. 
   The color is black. It is a …. 
 
 
c. black board     c. white board 
b. skate board     d. table  
 
17. What is this? This is …. 
 
 
e. a flag      c. a hat 
f. a uniform          d. a belt 
 
18. Where is this? 
 
 
e. in the living room    c. in the dining room 
f. in the garden   d. in the classroom 
 
19. We can see something with our …. 
   
 
a. nose      c. teeth 
b. mouth     d. eyes 
 
 
20.  We can hold something with our …. 
    
  
a. teeth      c. hand 
b. leg       d. head 
 
21. We use … to eat and drink. 
  
   
a. forehead     c. mouth 
b. ears       d. toe 
 
22. My father wears a beautiful watch on his …. 
   
  
a. elbow      c. wrist 
b. stomach     d. leg 
 
23. What is this? This is …. 
 
 
a. a tongue    c. an arm 
b. a knee    d. a head 
 
24. We can hear something with our …. 
 
 
a. nose     c. ear 
b. eye     d. hand 
 
25. You can say something “good” with your …. 
 
 
a. thumb    c. finger 
b. ear      d. leg 
 
26. Kurniawan is a football player. He kicks the ball with his ….  
 
 
 
a. eyes     c. foot 
b. finger     d. stomach  
 
27. Cabbage is a kind of .… 
 
 
a. vegetable     c. food 
b. fruit       d. drink 
 
 
28. What is this? This is …. 
 
 
a. a chili      c. a spinach 
b. an eggplant    d. a broccoli 
 
29. Don’t eat … too much. It’s hot. 
  
 
e. cucumber     c. chili 
f. carrot      d. potato 
 
30. A rabbit likes to eat …. 
 
 
e. carrot     c. bean 
f. peanut    d. spinach 
 
31. A … has many seeds. 
 
c. cabbage     c. mangosteen 
b. potato    d. tomato 
  
 
 
 
32. This is …. 
 
 
a. a grape    c. a banana 
b. a pineapple    d. an apple 
 
33. A watermelon is a kind of …. 
 
 
 
 
 a. food      c. plants 
 b. fruit     d. vegetables 
34. What is this? This is …. 
  
e. a pineapple    c. a mango 
f. a watermelon   d. a lemonade 
 
35. I don’t like oranges, but I like .… 
 
 
c. bananas     c. a strawberry 
b. a mango     d. an apple 
 
 
 
 
36. What fruit do you like best? 
 
 
 
a. an orange     c. an avocado 
b. a grape    d. a star fruit 
 
37. I like … juice. 
  
  
a. jackfruit    c. watermelon 
b. avocado    d. carrot  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ANSWER SHEET 
 
Name   : 
 
Student’s number : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 A B C D 
2 A B C D 
3 A B C D 
4 A B C D 
5 A B C D 
6 A B C D 
7 A B C D 
8 A B C D 
9 A B C D 
10 A B C D 
11 A B C D 
12 A B C D 
13 A B C D 
14 A B C D 
15 A B C D 
16 A B C D 
17 A B C D 
18 A B C D 
19 A B C D 
20 A B C D 
21 A B C D 
22 A B C D 
23 A B C D 
24 A B C D 
25 A B C D 
26 A B C D 
27 A B C D 
28 A B C D 
29 A B C D 
30 A B C D 
31 A B C D 
32 A B C D 
33 A B C D 
34 A B C D 
35 A B C D 
36 A B C D 
37 A B C D 
Test Answer (Post-Test) 
 
1. C      21.C 
2. D      22.C 
3. A      23.A 
4. B      24.C 
5. D      25.A 
6. A      26.C 
7. C      27.A 
8. A      28.B 
9. B      29.C 
10. C      30.A 
11. A      31.D 
12. B      32.D 
13. C      33.B 
14. D      34.C 
15. A      35.C 
16. C      36.D 
17. D      37.B 
18. D 
19. C 
20. C 
 
 
Appendix 4. Lesson Plan 
 
 
 
 
 
LESSON PLAN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
LESSON PLAN 
(Experimental Group) 
 
Class/semester  :  V/ 2 
Subject   :  English  
Topic    :  Animals 
Standard of Competency : Reading and understanding simple English written 
text in the context of school. 
Basic Competency : Reading loudly with correct pronunciation, stress, 
and intonation. 
Time allocation  : 2x 35 Minutes 
Indicators  :  
 
- Students are able to  : 
1. Read the text with correct pronunciation, stress, and intonation. 
2. Identify some animals from pictures in the game 
3. Know some words to express the animals 
 
A. Learning Objectives :  
     At the end of the lesson, student will be able to: 
1. Give /inform someone new information 
2. Understand simple English written text in the context of school 
3. Know some words to express the animals. 
 
B. Learning Material   :  
Topic: Zoo (animals) 
 Read the text carefully after your teacher. 
GOING TO THE ZOO 
     Today is Sunday. It is a holiday. Nina does not go to school. She wants to 
spend the holiday in the zoo with her family. At eight o’clock they leave their 
house for the zoo. They arrive at the zoo at twelve o’clock. There are many 
animals at the zoo. They are horse, elephant, tiger, lion, deer, snake and etc. 
Tiger, lion are wild animals while birds, chicken are tame animals. Nina likes 
playing with monkey and gives the monkey banana. Nina and her family enjoy 
their holiday at the zoo. They are very happy. 
 
Language Focus: 
 Do you have a cat?  Yes, I do 
    No, I don’t 
 Does she have a bird?  Yes, she does 
    No, she doesn’t 
 Does he have a snake? Yes, he does 
    No, he doesn’t 
 
C. Teaching-Learning strategy:  
- Communicative teaching and learning: discussion 
 
D. Teaching-Learning Stages :  
 BKOF (Building Knowledge of the Text) 
- Telling the students about what the class will do. 
- Asking the students some questions related to the material. 
- Introducing some new vocabulary item coming up in the next being discussed. 
 
For example: This is TIGER 
  
 
 MOT (Modeling of the Text) 
- Asking the students to listen to the text to find the answer to the question given. 
- Making sure that the students have all the given questions answered. 
- Having classical discussion to talk about the answers. 
 
 JCOT (Joint Construction of the Text) 
- Asking the students to work in pairs. 
- Guiding the students to mention the kinds of animals in the zoo to be presented 
in front of class orally. 
 
 ICOT (Independent Construction of the Text) 
- The teacher gives an individual task in the form of written exercises 
 
 Closing 
- The teacher asks students what topic has been discussed in the class and 
summarizes the topic. 
- Praying together. 
 
E. Learning Resources and Media: 
- Relevant book 
- Visual aids: multimedia in the form of CD-ROM (Edu-Games) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 GOING TO THE ZOO 
 
    Today is Sunday. It is a holiday. Nina does not go to school. She wants to 
spend the holiday in the zoo with her family. At eight o’clock they leave their 
house for the zoo. They arrive at the zoo at twelve o’clock. There are many 
animals at the zoo. They are horse, elephant, tiger, lion, deer, snake and etc. Tiger, 
lion are wild animals while birds, chicken are tame animals. Nina likes playing 
with monkey by giving the monkey banana. Nina and her family enjoy their 
holiday at the zoo. They are very happy. 
 
A. Answer these questions based on the text. 
1. Is Sunday a holiday? 
2. Does Nina go to school on Sunday? 
3. Where does she want to spend the holiday with her family? 
4. What animals do they see at the zoo? 
5. Are they happy when they visit the zoo? 
 
B. Write T if the statement is true or F if the statement is false based on the text. 
1. Today is Sunday.                                                                (         ) 
2. It is not holiday.      (         ) 
3. Nina does not go to school on Sunday.    (         ) 
4. At eight o’clock they leave the house for the zoo.  (         ) 
5. They are very happy.      (         ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
LESSON PLAN 
(Experimental Group) 
 
Class/semester  :  V/ 2 
Subject   :  English  
Topic    :  Fruits 
Standard of Competency : Reading and understanding simple English written 
text in the context of school. 
Basic Competency : Reading loudly with correct pronunciation, stress, 
and intonation. 
Time allocation  : 2x 35 Minutes 
Indicators  :  
 
- Students are able to  : 
1. Identify the name of fruits from pictures in the game 
2. Know some words to express fruits 
3. Understanding simple English written text in the context of school 
 
A. Learning Objectives :  
     At the end of the lesson, student will be able to: 
1. Give /inform someone new information 
2. Understanding simple English written text in the context of school 
3. Know some words to express fruits  
 
B. Learning Material :  
 
Mirna  : “Excuse me, I would like to buy mangos. May I have some?” 
Fruit seller : “Ok, here they are. How many mangos do you want to buy?” 
Mirna  : “I want to buy five kilograms of mangos. Would you mind  
    choosing and counting the mangos for me?” 
 Fruit seller : “No problem. One, two, three, four, five. Here are five kilograms  
    of mangos. Do you need anything else?” 
Mirna  : “I think that is enough. What is the price?” 
Fruit seller : “Seven thousands rupiah, please.” 
Mirna  : “Can I pay six thousand rupiah for five kilogram of mangos?” 
Fruit seller : “Sorry, you can’t. That is a fixed price.” 
Mirna  : “Ok, here is the money.” 
Fruit seller : “Thank you.” 
 
Language Focus: 
I  
like 
 
 
Apple 
You Grape 
They Mango 
We pineapple 
He (Agus)  
Likes 
strawberry 
She (Nina) watermelon 
It (The monkey) Banana 
 
 
C. Teaching-Learning strategy:  
- Communicative teaching and learning: discussion 
 
D. Teaching-Learning Stages :  
 BKOF (Building Knowledge of the Text) 
- Telling the students about what the class will do. 
- Asking the students some questions related to the material. 
- Introducing some new vocabulary item coming up in the next being discussed. 
 
For example: This is an APPLE 
  
 MOT (Modeling of the Text) 
- Asking the students to listen to the text to find the answer to the question given. 
- Making sure that the students have all the given questions answered. 
- Having classical discussion to talk about the answers. 
 
 JCOT (Joint Construction of the Text) 
- Asking the students to work in pairs. 
- Guiding the students to mention the name of fruits to be presented in front of 
class orally. 
 
 ICOT (Independent Construction of the Text) 
- The teacher gives an individual task in the form of written exercises 
 
 Closing 
- The teacher asks students what topic has been discussed in the class and 
summarizes the topic. 
- Praying together. 
 
E. Learning Resources and Media: 
- Relevant book 
- Visual aids: multimedia in the form of CD-ROM (Edu-Games) 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
LESSON PLAN 
(Experimental Group) 
 
 
Class/semester  :  V/ 2 
Subject   :  English  
Topic    :  At school 
Standard of Competency : Reading and understanding simple English written 
text in the context of school. 
Basic Competency : Reading loudly with correct pronunciation, stress, 
and intonation. 
Time allocation  : 2x 35 Minutes 
Indicators  :  
 
- Students are able to  : 
1. Identify part of the school from pictures in the game 
2. Know some words to express part of the school and its activities 
3. Understanding simple English written text in the context of school 
 
A. Learning Objectives :  
     At the end of the lesson, student will be able to: 
1. Give /inform someone new information 
2. Understanding simple English written text in the context of school 
3. Know some words to express part of the school and its activities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Learning Material   :  
 
 
  LINDA’S SCHOOL 
 
 This is Linda’s school. She is in class 4. There are twelve rooms in her 
school. They are six classrooms, one teacher’s office, one library, two restrooms, 
one canteen, and one gardener’s house. There are also one parking area and one 
school yard. The teacher’s office is beside class 1. The library is beside the 
parking area. The canteen is beside the restrooms. The flag is in the yard. Linda 
loves her school very much. 
 
Language Focus: 
 Where is the restroom? 
 It is beside the parking area. 
 How many classrooms are there? 
 There are six classrooms. 
 
C. Teaching-Learning strategy:  
- Communicative teaching and learning: discussion 
 
D. Teaching-Learning Stages :  
 BKOF (Building Knowledge of the Text) 
- Telling the students about what the class will do. 
- Asking the students some questions related to the material. 
- Introducing some new vocabulary item coming up in the next being discussed. 
 
 
 
 
For example: She is a TEACHER. 
 
 
 MOT (Modeling of the Text) 
- Asking the students to listen to the text to find the answer to the question given. 
- Making sure that the students have all the given questions answered. 
- Having classical discussion to talk about the answers. 
 
 JCOT (Joint Construction of the Text) 
- Asking the students to work in pairs. 
- Guiding the students to mention the part of the school to be presented in front of 
class orally. 
 
 ICOT (Independent Construction of the Text) 
- The teacher gives an individual task in the form of written exercises. 
 
 Closing 
- The teacher asks students what topic has been discussed in the class and 
summarizes the topic. 
- Praying together. 
 
E. Learning Resources and Media: 
- Relevant book 
- Visual aids: multimedia in the form of CD-ROM (Edu-Games). 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
LESSON PLAN 
(Experimental Group) 
 
 
Class/semester  :  V/ 2 
Subject   :  English  
Topic    :  Part of the house 
Standard of Competency : Reading and understanding simple English written 
text in the context of school. 
Basic Competency : Reading loudly with correct pronunciation, stress, 
and intonation. 
Time allocation  : 2x 35 Minutes 
Indicators  :  
 
- Students are able to  : 
1. Identify part of the house from pictures in game 
2. Know some words to express part of the house 
3. Understanding simple English written text in the context of school 
 
A. Learning Objectives :  
     At the end of the lesson, student will be able to: 
1. Give /inform someone new information 
2. Understanding simple English written text in the context of school 
3. Know some words to express part of the house 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Learning Material   :  
 
 
 
Language Focus: 
I Am studying                         in my room 
You are sleeping                         in the bed room 
They Are cooking                         in the kitchen 
We Are watering the flowers       in the garden 
He  is watching TV                  in the living room 
She  Is swimming                      in the swimming 
pool 
It  Is  
 
 
C. Teaching-Learning strategy:  
- Communicative teaching and learning: discussion 
 
D. Teaching-Learning Stages :  
 BKOF (Building Knowledge of the Text) 
- Telling the students about what the class will do. 
- Asking the students some questions related to the material. 
- Introducing some new vocabulary item coming up in the next being discussed. 
 
For example: This is a KITCHEN 
  
 MOT (Modeling of the Text) 
- Asking the students to listen to the text to find the answer to the question given. 
- Making sure that the students have all the given questions answered. 
- Having classical discussion to talk about the answers. 
 
 JCOT (Joint Construction of the Text) 
- Asking the students to work in pairs. 
- Guiding the students to mention the part of the house to be presented in front of 
class orally. 
 
 ICOT (Independent Construction of the Text) 
- The teacher gives an individual task in the form of written exercises 
 
 Closing 
- The teacher asks students what topic has been discussed in the class and 
summarizes the topic. 
- Praying together. 
 
E. Learning Resources and Media: 
- Relevant book 
- Visual aids: multimedia in the form of CD-ROM (Edu-Games) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LESSON PLAN 
(Experimental Group) 
 
 
Class/semester  :  V/ 2 
Subject   :  English  
Topic    :  Part of the body 
Standard of Competency : Reading and understanding simple English written   
    text in the context of school. 
Basic Competency : Reading loudly with correct pronunciation, stress,   
   and intonation. 
Time allocation  : 2x 35 Minutes 
Indicators  :  
 
- Students are able to  : 
1. Identify part of the body from pictures in the game 
2. Know some words to express part of the body 
3. Understanding simple English written text in the context of school 
 
A. Learning Objectives :  
     At the end of the lesson, student will be able to: 
1. Give /inform someone new information 
2. Understanding simple English written text in the context of school 
3. Know some words to express part of the body 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 B. Learning Material   :  
 
Language Focus: 
 a / an  : satu 
   a + consonant sound (k, l, c, f, etc) 
  an + vocal sound (a, i, u, e, o) 
 This is a chin. 
 This is an ear. 
 
C. Teaching-Learning strategy:  
- Communicative teaching and learning: discussion 
 
D. Teaching-Learning Stages :  
 BKOF (Building Knowledge of the Text) 
- Telling the students about what the class will do. 
- Asking the students some questions related to the material. 
- Introducing some new vocabulary item coming up in the next being discussed. 
For example: This is an EYE 
  
 
 MOT (Modeling of the Text) 
- Asking the students to listen to the text to find the answer to the question given. 
- Making sure that the students have all the given questions answered. 
- Having classical discussion to talk about the answers. 
 
 JCOT (Joint Construction of the Text) 
- Asking the students to work in pairs. 
- Guiding the students to mention the part of their body to be presented in front of 
class orally. 
 
 ICOT (Independent Construction of the Text) 
- The teacher gives an individual task in the form of written exercises 
 
 Closing 
- The teacher asks students what topic has been discussed in the class and 
summarizes the topic. 
- Praying together. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LESSON PLAN 
(Experimental Group) 
 
 
Class/semester  :  V/ 2 
Subject   :  English  
Topic    :  Vegetables 
Standard of Competency : Reading and understanding simple English written 
text in the context of school. 
Basic Competency : Reading loudly with correct pronunciation, stress, 
and intonation. 
Time allocation  : 2x 35 Minutes 
Indicators  :  
 
- Students are able to  : 
1. Identify the name of fruits from pictures in the game 
2. Know some words to express vegetables 
3. Understanding simple English written text in the context of school 
 
A. Learning Objectives :  
     At the end of the lesson, student will be able to: 
1. Give /inform someone new information 
2. Understanding simple English written text in the context of school 
3. Know some words to express vegetables  
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Learning Material :  
 
Customer : “Excuse me, I would like to buy carrot. May I have some?” 
Seller  : “Ok, here they are. How many carrots do you want to buy?” 
Customer : “I want to buy three kilograms of carrots. Would you mind  
    choosing and counting the carrots for me?” 
Seller  : “No problem. One, two, three. Here are three kilograms  
    of carrots. Do you need anything else?” 
Customer : “Yes, I do. I want a kilo of potato.  
Seller  : “Ok, I will count the potato for you.” 
Customer : What are the prices?” 
Seller  : “Fifteen thousand rupiah, please.” 
Customer : “Can I pay ten thousand rupiah for three kilogram of carrots and  
   a kilo of potato?” 
Seller  : “Sorry, you can’t. That is a fixed price.” 
Customer : “Ok, here is the money.” 
Seller  : “Thank you.” 
 
Language Focus: 
I  
do not like 
/ don’t like 
 
cucumber 
You broccoli 
They spinach 
We chili 
He (Agus)  
does not like 
/ doesn’t like 
cabbage 
She (Nina) pea 
It (The rabbit) carrot 
 
 
C. Teaching-Learning strategy:  
- Communicative teaching and learning: discussion 
 D. Teaching-Learning Stages :  
 BKOF (Building Knowledge of the Text) 
- Telling the students about what the class will do. 
- Asking the students some questions related to the material. 
- Introducing some new vocabulary item coming up in the next being discussed. 
For example: This is a CHILI  
  
 
 MOT (Modeling of the Text) 
- Asking the students to listen to the text to find the answer to the question given. 
- Making sure that the students have all the given questions answered. 
- Having classical discussion to talk about the answers. 
 
 JCOT (Joint Construction of the Text) 
- Asking the students to work in pairs. 
- Guiding the students to mention the name of vegetables to be presented in front 
of class orally. 
 
 ICOT (Independent Construction of the Text) 
- The teacher gives an individual task in the form of written exercises. 
 
 Closing 
- The teacher asks students what topic has been discussed in the class and 
summarizes the topic. 
- Praying together. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 5. Descriptive Statistics Computation 
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Appendix 6. Inferential Statistics Computation 
 
 
 
 
 
INFERENTIAL STATISTICS 
 
 
Test Normality 
Test Homogeneity 
Test Hypothesis 
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